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Abstract We study Hopf bifurcation from traveling-front solutions in the Cahn-Hilliard equation. The

primary front is induced by a moving source term. Models of this form have been used to study a variety

of physical phenomena, including pattern formation in chemical deposition and precipitation processes.

Technically, we study bifurcation in the presence of essential spectrum. We contribute a simple and direct

functional analytic method and determine bifurcation coefficients explicitly. Our approach uses exponen-

tial weights to recover Fredholm properties and spectral flow ideas to compute Fredholm indices. Simple

mass conservation helps compensate for negative indices. We also construct an explicit, prototypical

example, prove the existence of a bifurcating front, and determine the direction of bifurcation.

1 Introduction and main results

1.1 Motivation

The Cahn-Hilliard equation

ut = −(uxx + f(u))xx, f(u) = u− u3

was first proposed in [8] to model the phase separation of a metal alloy under rapid homogeneous

quenching. Since then, it has been used to model a multitude of phase separation processes throughout

the sciences; see [15] or [28] for an introduction and review of the equation and its properties. In particular,

the Cahn-Hilliard equation has often been used to study pattern formation via chemical deposition and

precipitation. Experiments studying such mechanisms date back to the time of Liesegang [25], who studied

the formation of periodic rings, now named after him, precipitating in the wake of a circular reaction

front traveling through a gel solution. These processes have since been found to create an incredible

array of spatial patterns, ranging from regular structures such as periodic stripes and dot arrays, to

more complex ones such as helices, chevrons, and fractals (see [12], [21], [48],[53] and references therein).

In the present, the quest continues to not only understand how such patterns arise, but also harness their

power to create functional structures at the micro- and nanoscale; see for example [27], [47], and [56]. In

order to achieve regular patterns, one must control how and when instabilities are allowed to nucleate.

This can be achieved by using a triggering mechanism which travels through the medium, locally exciting

the system as it travels. Along these lines, the Cahn-Hilliard model has been used to generally study such

spatially progressive pattern formation via directional quenching fronts in [16], [23]. More specifically, in
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chemical deposition and precipitation such triggering mechanisms typically take the form of a moving

source which deposits mass, moving a stable medium into an unstable state. As the speed of this source

varies, different patterns may be left in the wake.

Specific examples of this type of deposition process arise in controlled evaporation, or “de-wetting”

processes. Here, a material is deposited onto a substrate through the spatially progressive evaporation

of a solvent; see [52] for an in depth review of the many phenomena which can occur. The Cahn-Hilliard

equation has been used to model these phenomena with the variable u representing the concentration of

material deposited on the substrate. In the work of [22], numerical continuation has been used to find

modulated and un-modulated traveling wave solutions, revealing a rich snaking structure of saddle-node

and Hopf-bifurcations as the speed of the evaporation front is varied.

1.2 Our Setting

Motivated by the aforementioned studies, we analyze equations of the form

ut = − (uyy + f(y − ct, u))yy + cχ(y − ct; c) (1.1)

Here, u(y, t) is an order parameter which denotes the concentration of precipitate at a certain space-time

point (y, t) and χ(y − ct) is a source term which travels through the domain with a constant speed c,

leaving behind a monotone, uniformly translating front u∗(y, t) = u∗(y − ct). The spatially dependent

nonlinearity f encodes any changes of the medium itself, in the wake of the moving source.

For example, precipitation models such as [12] and [53] let f(y − ct, u) ≡ f(u) and χ = χ(y − ct) be a

localized gaussian source term. The resulting front u∗(y− ct) then satisfies u∗(y− ct)→ u± as y → ±∞
for each fixed t and some constants u± with u+ − u− =

∫∞
−∞ χ(ξ; c)dξ.

Alternatively, the deposition models of [22] and the directional quenching models of [23] have no source

term, χ ≡ 0, and a nonlinearity f which, in the co-moving frame x = y − ct, asymptotically approaches

functions f±(u) as x→ ±∞ for all x ∈ R. In this case, patterns bifurcate from a trivial front u∗(x) ≡ 0.

We study the behavior of the system near fronts u∗(y − ct) which connect two homogenous equilibria

lying outside or barely inside the spinodally unstable regime, where f ′ > 0; see [15]. As this front travels,

there must be a moving spatial domain [−`− ct, `− ct] where the front takes values inside this unstable

regime. In the moving frame coordinate x := y − ct, for large trigger speeds c, instabilities which may

arise in this domain are convective ([36], [54]), and get absorbed into the homogeneous equilibrium in

the wake. As c decreases through a certain threshold, an absolute instability may arise, causing the

formation of a periodic pattern which saturates the moving domain. In the physical literature, such a

“self-sustaining” pattern is referred to as a nonlinear global mode; see [9]. See Figure 1.1 for a schematic

plot of these two types of instabilities.
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Figure 1.1: Development of an instability in spinodal regime of the traveling front u⇤. Left: Instability
is stationary (convective in the moving frame), and is ”eaten” by the trailing homogeneous state. Right:
Instability is absolute and is sustainned as the front propagates through the medium.f:convabs

1.3 Summary of contributions

Our main contributions are threefold: a technically simple proof for Hopf bifurcation in the presence

of essential spectrum, a rigorous existence proof of patterned fronts in the Cahn-Hilliard equation,

and the analysis of an explicit, prototypical example.

A simple proof of Hopf bifurcation in the presence of essential spectrum. When study-

ing bifurcation in the presence of essential spectrum, the absence of a spectral gap precludes any

center manifold reduction and hence does not allow the imediate use of standard finite-dimensional

bifurcation techniques. Several methods have been developed to get around this di�culty. In the

context of Hopf bifurcation in viscous shocks and combustion waves, Texier and Zumbrun [51, 52]

use subtle point-wise estimates for the temporal semi-group of the linearization to obtain solutions

via a Poincare return map. Alternatively, a more geometric approach via spatial dynamics can

be used to study the spatial evolution of time-periodic functions. Bifurcating solutions then are

constructed via a pointwise matching of infinite dimensional invariant manifolds. Such techniques

have been applied in the study of viscous shocks by Sandstede and Scheel [42], extending their pre-

vious work on Hopf bifurcations due to essential spectrum crossing the imaginary axis [36, 39, 40],

and also in the propagation of water waves by Barrandon, Dias, and Iooss [5], [11]. Interaction

between Hopf bifurcation and essential spectra was studied in a spirit similar to [51, 52], yet with-

out the assumption of a conservation law, in [25, 6], exploiting the su�ciently strong di↵usive

decay of modes associated with essential spectra in higher space dimensions. Hopf bifurcation in

the presence of essential spectra is also responsible for the meandering transition of spiral waves

[4, 44, 45, 18]. While rigorous Hopf bifurcation results are not available for Archimedean spirals,

the essential spectrum has striking consequences for the shape of bifurcating patterns, creating an

intricate rotating super-spiral structure [41].

Our main contribution is a much more direct functional analytic approach to this problem. While

we develop our approach in the context of the Cahn-Hilliard equation, it could also be used in

the context of [51, 43] to significantly simplify proofs. Our approach is simpler as it restricts

the linear analysis to Fredholm properties on time-periodic functions, avoiding the subtle di↵usive

decay properties for infinite times used in [51] or the pointwise reduction based on exponential

dichotomies in [43].
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Fig. 1.1: Development of an instability in spinodal regime of the traveling front u∗. (Left): Instability is stationary
(convective in the moving frame), and is “eaten” by the trailing homogeneous state. (Right): Instability is absolute
and is sustained as the front propagates through the medium.
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1.3 Summary of contributions

Our main contributions are threefold: a technically simple proof for Hopf bifurcation in the presence of

essential spectrum, a rigorous existence proof of patterned fronts in the Cahn-Hilliard equation, and the

analysis of an explicit, prototypical example.

A simple proof of Hopf bifurcation in the presence of essential spectrum. When studying bifurcation in

the presence of essential spectrum, the absence of a spectral gap precludes any center manifold reduc-

tion and hence does not allow the immediate use of standard finite-dimensional bifurcation techniques.

Several methods have been developed to get around this difficulty. In the context of Hopf bifurcation in

viscous shocks and combustion waves, Texier and Zumbrun [50,51] use subtle point-wise estimates for the

temporal semi-group of the linearization to obtain solutions via a Poincare return map. Alternatively, a

more geometric approach via spatial dynamics can be used to study the spatial evolution of time-periodic

functions. Bifurcating solutions then are constructed via a point-wise matching of infinite dimensional

invariant manifolds. Such techniques have been applied in the study of viscous shocks by Sandstede and

Scheel [41], extending their previous work on Hopf bifurcations due to essential spectrum crossing the

imaginary axis [35,38,39], and also in the propagation of water waves by Barrandon, Dias, and Iooss

[5], [11]. Interaction between Hopf bifurcation and essential spectra was studied in a spirit similar to

[50,51], yet without the assumption of a conservation law, in [24,6], exploiting the sufficiently strong

diffusive decay of modes associated with essential spectra in higher space dimensions. Hopf bifurcation

in the presence of essential spectra is also responsible for the meandering transition of spiral waves [4,43,

44,17]. While rigorous Hopf bifurcation results are not available for Archimedean spirals, the essential

spectrum has striking consequences for the shape of bifurcating patterns, creating an intricate rotating

super-spiral structure [40].

Our main contribution is a much more direct functional analytic approach to this problem. While we

develop our approach in the context of the Cahn-Hilliard equation, it could also be used in the context

of [51,41] to significantly simplify proofs; see Appendix B for more detail. Our approach is simpler as

it restricts the linear analysis to Fredholm properties on time-periodic functions, avoiding the subtle

diffusive decay properties for infinite times used in [51] or the point-wise reduction based on exponential

dichotomies in [41].

In the setting described in the previous section, our approach exploits the techniques in [34] to determine

that the linearized equation is Fredholm with index -1 when considered on a suitable space of functions

with spatial exponential weights and imposed temporal periodicity. Mass conservation then allows us to

restrict the codomain of the nonlinear operator to a certain subspace where its linearization has index

0. We then apply a Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction to this restriction to obtain existence of bifurcating

solutions.

We also add that our method gives computable expressions for bifurcation coefficients. In previous studies,

such coefficients appear difficult to obtain; see for example Eqn. 3.35 of [41, §3.2]. Finally, we remark

that this abstract approach should be applicable in many other situations, a few of which we discuss in

Section 5 below.

Existence of pattern forming fronts. Our results show the existence of pattern forming fronts in the

Cahn-Hilliard equation (1.1). As evidenced above, such fronts have been widely studied experimentally,

numerically, and analytically. Furthermore, the computability of the bifurcation coefficients we obtain

allows for the characterization of bifurcations and hopefully a deeper understanding of the patterns being

formed.

Explicit characterization of a prototypical example. Finally, we apply our results to an idealization of

the motivating examples discussed above which exhibits many interesting phenomena. In particular, we

study a nonlinearity of the form f(y − ct, u) = χ(y − ct)u + γu3 − βu5 and solutions which bifurcate

from a trivial front u∗ ≡ 0. Here β > 0, χ ≡ 1 for all x = y − ct ∈ [−l, l], and χ ≡ −1 elsewhere. As it

travels through the domain, the triggering mechanism χ does not add mass to the system but instead

alters the stability of the homogeneous solution u∗. Indeed ∂uf(x, 0) > 0 (spinodally unstable) for all

x ∈ [−l, l] and ∂uf(x, u0) < 0 (spinodally stable) for all x outside it. As c decreases through a certain
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speed c∗, we show that there exists a first-crossing of a pair of eigenvalues with non-zero imaginary

part. The piecewise constant dependence of f on x allows us to determine leading order expansions for

the accompanying eigenfunctions, for l sufficiently large. We then apply our main result to conclude

the existence of a bifurcating solution and furthermore that the bifurcation is subcritical for γ > 0 and

supercritical for γ < 0.

1.4 Hypotheses and main existence result

In order to perform our analysis, we pass to a co-moving frame x = y − ct so that (1.1) becomes

ut = − [uxx + f(x, u)]xx + cux + c χ(x; c). (1.2)

We now specify the assumptions needed for our main result.

Nonlinearity and trigger. We start with assumptions on f and χ.

Hypothesis 1.1 The nonlinearity f is smooth in both x and u, and converges with an exponential rate

to smooth functions f± := f±(u) as x→ ±∞. This convergence is uniform for u in bounded sets.

Hypothesis 1.2 The trigger χ = χ(x; c∗) is smooth and exponentially localized in x.

Piecewise-smooth nonlinearity. Our explicit example, and several explicit models mentioned above are

formulated in terms of discontinuous nonlinearities. We therefore include an alternate setup to cover such

cases.

Hypothesis 1.3 Let l > 0, χ ≡ 0, u∗(x; c) ≡ u− and f(x, u) = b(x)(u−u−)+g(u), where b is piecewise

smooth in x with jump discontinuities at x = ±`, and g is smooth in u such that g(u) = O(|u− u−|2).

Remark 1.4 Similar results will follow in the same manner if b(x) has any finite number of jump

discontinuities in x. For more general forms of f which possess x-discontinuities that depend nonlinearly

on u, our results should still hold but more complicated modifications to the smooth case are required.

Existence and robustness of trigger front. We assume existence of a “generic” propagating front.

Hypothesis 1.5 There exists a front solution u∗(y − c∗t; c∗) of (1.1) for some c∗ > 0, with

lim
x→±∞

u∗(x; c∗) = u±, u+ − u− =

∫

R
χ(ξ; c∗)dξ.

Moreover, u∗ ∈ C4(R) and

|u∗(x)− u±|+
3∑

j=1

|∂ixu∗(x)| ≤ C ′e−γ|x|,

for some C, γ > 0. We refer to this front solution as the primary trigger front

One can show, under appropriate assumptions on the nonlinearity f and u±, that such trigger fronts

necessarily exist. One can indeed find those as solutions to a non-autonomous, three-dimensional ODE

with a gradient-like structure, using Conley’s index; see Appendix A for a outline of the proof.

We are interested in Hopf bifurcations from u∗. In the following, we state our spectral assumptions and

their immediate consequences.

The following hypothesis implies that kerL = ∅ when considered on the spaces L2(R), L2
η(R) := {u :

eη
√
1+x2

u(x) ∈ L2(R)}, and L2
+η(R) := {u : eηxu(x) ∈ L2(R)} for any η > 0 small. It also follows that,

when considered on the last of the spaces just listed, L is invertible. For background on the notion of

extended point spectrum, see for example [14, Pg. 75].
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Hypothesis 1.6 The point 0 ∈ C is not contained in the extended point spectrum of the linearization

L : H4(R) ⊂ L2(R)→ L2(R) defined as

Lv := −∂2x
(
∂2xv + ∂uf(x, u∗(x))v

)
+ c∗∂xv. (1.3)

The following lemma guarantees that our assumptions so far are open in the class of problems considered

here.

Lemma 1.7 (Robustness of Front Solution) Assuming the above hypotheses, for ũ± in a small

neighborhood of u±, with ũ+ − ũ− = u+ − u−, and c close to c∗, there exists a family of smooth front

solutions u∗(x; c) asymptotic to ũ±, satisfying Hypothesis 1.5.

Proof. Hypothesis 1.6 implies that the steady-state equation associated with (1.2) (known as the

traveling-wave equation) has a transverse intersection of the respective stable and unstable manifolds

emanating from the hyperbolic equilibria u ≡ u±. Indeed if this intersection were not transverse, the

intersection would give rise to an exponentially localized solution of the linearized equation, hence con-

tributing to the extended point spectrum.

Hopf crossing and non-resonance. We formulate our main spectral hypotheses on Hopf bifurcation.

Hypothesis 1.8 (simple Hopf-Crossing) The operator L, defined on L2(R) as in (1.3) above, has an iso-

lated pair of algebraically simple eigenvalues λ(c) = µ(c)± iκ(c) and corresponding L2(R)-eigenfunctions

p(x), p(x) such that for some ω∗ 6= 0, and c∗ > 0 as above

µ(c∗) = 0, µ′(c∗) > 0, and κ(c∗) = ω∗.

Note that the hypothesis implicitly assumes that iω∗ does not belong to the essential spectrum, that

is, L − iω is Fredholm with index 0. Let ψ be the corresponding adjoint L2(R)-eigenfunction which is

normalized so that

〈ψ, p〉L2(R) = 1.

Also, it can be readily obtained that

〈ψ, p〉L2(R) = 0.

Finally, we assume that there are no point or essential resonances:

Hypothesis 1.9 (Absence of resonances) For all λ ∈ iω∗Z�{0,±1}, the operator L − λ is invertible

when considered on the unweighted space L2(R).

Remark 1.10 The Fredholm boundaries of L − λ on the unweighted space L2(R) are equal to the con-

tinuous curves

σ± := {λ ∈ C : λ = k4 − f ′±(u±)k2 − ick, k ∈ R},
Each of the curves σ± intersect the imaginary axis at λ = 0 and possibly two other points ±iωe. These

last two intersections exist when f ′(u±) > 0, respectively. When considered on the doubly weighted space

L2
η(R) mentioned above, the curves σ± are shifted

ση± := {λ ∈ C : λ = (ik ∓ η)4 + f ′±(u±)(−k ∓ η)2 − c(ik ∓ η), k ∈ R}.

Using the information in Remark 1.10, Figure 1.2 depicts examples of Fredholm boundaries, for η = 0,

which do and do not satisfy Hypothesis 1.9. The second figure from the left portrays the intriguing case

where both f ′±(u±) > 0 and the Hopf eigenvalues are on the “wrong” side of the Fredholm borders

σ±. In other words, they lie inside of the essential spectrum of both of the constant coefficient operators

L± := −∂xx
(
∂xx + f ′±(u±)

)
+c∗∂x, but, since the Fredholm index is determined by the difference in Morse

indices between L±, L−λ∗ has index 0 and our spectral hypothesis are still satisfied. Though our results

give existence of time periodic solutions in this case, we believe that such solutions are not physically

relevant: since the exponential weight selects the wrong spatial decay rates, the Hopf eigenvalues do

not correspond to poles of the point-wise Green’s function. Thus, any compactly supported initial data
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will be at most convectively unstable, leading to point-wise decay as t → ∞. In other words, in this

case the primary trigger front is linearly point-wise stable, even after the pair of Hopf eigenvalues has

crossed the imaginary axis. Only perturbations with weak exponential decay ahead of the trigger front will

induce linear exponential growth associated with this pair of Hopf eigenfunctions. One would expect that

such weakly decaying perturbations eventually saturate at the time periodic profile constructed in our

theorem. Although we do not prove this here, we suspect this time-periodic profile itself is stable against

point-wise perturbations. If, on the other hand, the primary trigger front is perturbed by compactly

supported initial conditions, such as the Hopf eigenfunctions multiplied by a bump function, one would

expect the solution to converge back to the primary trigger front.

the intriguing case where both f 0
±(u±) > 0 and the Hopf eigenvalues are on the ”wrong” side

of the Fredholm borders �±. In other words, they lie inside of the essential spectrum of both

of the constant coe�cient operators L± := �@xx

�
@xx + f 0

±(u±)
�

+ c⇤@x, but, since the Fredholm

index is determined by the di↵erence in Morse indices between L±, L � �⇤ has index 0 and our

spectral hypothesis are still satisfied. Though our results give existence of time periodic solutions

in this case, we believe that such solutions are not physically relevant: since the exponential weight

selects the wrong spatial decay rates, the Hopf eigenvalues do not correspond to poles of the point

wise Green’s function. Thus, any compactly supported initial data will be at most convectively

unstable, leading to point wise decay as t ! 1. Hence if the oscillatory part of our bifurcating

solution were multiplied by a compactly supported bump-function, it would decay as well for the

linearized equation.
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Figure 1.2: Examples of allowed (first two figures) and disallowed (last two figures) spectrum of L in C under
our hypothesis with ⌘ = 0. The crosses denote the eigenvalues �⇤(c⇤),�⇤(c⇤), solid (blue) and dotted (red)
lines denote the Fredholm borders �± while the shaded region denotes the essential spectrum of L.f:OK

Large domain length. We may characterize the spectrum of L more explicitly if we further

restrict our hypotheses by assuming that f(x, u) is piecewise constant in x with @uf(x, u0) ⌘ C > 0

for all x 2 [�`, `]. The results of [38] imply that for ` >> 1 all but a finite set of the point spectrum

of L is well approximated by the absolute spectrum, ⌃abs ⇢ C, of the linearization about the

homogeneous state u0. Hence, eigenvalue crossings as described in Hypothesis 1.9 occur when ⌃abs,

typically through one or more branch points, crosses into the right half of the complex plane. The

front speed for which these crossings occur has come to be known as the linear spreading speed,

which we denote as clin; see [20] and [56] for a more in depth discussion of these topics. Thus, as

`! 1, the Hopf-crossing speed c⇤ will approach clin.

In Section 4, our assumptions on f allow us to use such an argument to prove the existence

of a Hopf eigenvalue crossing and subsequently obtain explicit expansions for the corresponding

eigenfunctions. This then allows us to apply Theorem 1 to prove the existence of a Hopf bifurcation

for an explicit example of this form.

1.5 Main Result
s:mr

We are now ready to state our main result.

t:hbex Theorem 1. Given Hypotheses 1.5, 1.6, 1.9, 1.10 and either the pair 1.1 and 1.2, or 1.3, there

exists a one-parameter family of time-periodic solutions of (1.2) which bifurcate from the front

solutions u⇤(x, c) as the speed c decreases through c⇤. This solution branch (u, c,!) 2 (u⇤+H4(R))⇥

7

Fig. 1.2: Examples of allowed (first two figures) and disallowed (last two figures) spectrum of L in C under our

hypothesis with η = 0. The crosses denote the eigenvalues λ∗(c∗), λ∗(c∗), solid (blue) and dotted (red) lines denote
the Fredholm borders σ± while the shaded region denotes the essential spectrum of L. (Color figure online)

Large domain length. We may characterize the spectrum of L more explicitly if we further restrict

our hypotheses by assuming that f(x, u) is piecewise constant in x with ∂uf(x, u0) ≡ C > 0 for all

x ∈ [−`, `]. The results of [37] imply that for ` >> 1 all but a finite set of the point spectrum of L is well

approximated by the absolute spectrum, Σabs ⊂ C, of the linearization about the homogeneous state

u0. Hence, eigenvalue crossings as described in Hypothesis 1.8 occur when Σabs, typically through one

or more branch points, crosses into the right half of the complex plane. The front speed for which these

crossings occur has come to be known as the linear spreading speed, which we denote as clin; see [19]

and [55] for a more in depth discussion of these topics. Thus, as `→∞, the Hopf-crossing speed c∗ will

approach clin.

In Section 4, our assumptions on f allow us to use such an argument to prove the existence of a Hopf

eigenvalue crossing and subsequently obtain explicit expansions for the corresponding eigenfunctions.

This then allows us to apply Theorem 1 to prove the existence of a Hopf bifurcation for an explicit

example of this form.

1.5 Main Result

We are now ready to state our main result.

Theorem 1 Given Hypotheses 1.5, 1.6, 1.8, 1.9 and either the pair 1.1 and 1.2, or 1.3, there exists a one-

parameter family of time-periodic solutions of (1.2) which bifurcate from the front solutions u∗(x, c) as

the speed c decreases through c∗. This solution branch (u, c, ω) ∈ (u∗+H4(R))×R2 can be parameterized

by r ≥ 0, the amplitude of oscillations. More precisely, there exist r∗ > 0 and smooth functions Υj,

j ∈ {c, ω, u}, defined for |r| < r∗, Υj(0) = 0, so that

c = c∗ + Υc(r
2), ω = ω∗ + Υω(r2), u = u∗ + Υu(r),

with expansions

Υc(r
2) =

Re{θ+}
µ′(c∗)

r2 +O(r4), Υω(r2) = Im{θ+}|r|2 +O(|r|4), Υu(r) = rp cos(ωt) +O(r2).
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Here, µ′(c∗) is the crossing speed from Hypothesis 1.8, and

θ+ =
〈 (

3 ∂3uf(x, u∗) p
2p + ∂2uf(x, u∗) [pϕ0 + pϕ+]

)
xx
, ψ
〉
L2
η(R)

,

with p, ψ eigenfunctions and adjoint eigenfunctions, and ϕi, defined in (3.5) below, encode quadratic

interactions. In particular, if Re{θ+} > 0, the bifurcation is supercritical; if Re{θ+} < 0 then the

bifurcation is subcritical.

A numerical example of this bifurcation is given in Figure 1.3 where equation (1.2) is simulated with

f(x, u) = u − u3 and χ equal to a sum of two Gaussian source terms. The corresponding trigger front

u∗ connects two stable homogeneous equilibria at x = ∓∞ with a spinodally unstable plateau state in-

between. For speed c > c∗, oscillatory instabilities of this front are convected away, while for c < c∗ they

are self-sustaining. This setting, for which our results give a rigorous characterization, is closely related

to models used by [12] and [53], where χ is composed of only a single Gaussian and produces a front u∗
which connects a stable equilibrium at x = +∞ to a spinodally unstable equilibrium at x = −∞. Here,

a similar bifurcation occurs as the trigger speed is reduced. Numerical simulations of such a situation

are depicted in Figure 1.4.
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Fig. 1.3: (Left): Front profile u∗ in co-moving frame for two Gaussian source terms. (Middle), (Right): Spacetime
plots in co-moving frame with speed c > c∗ and c < c∗ respectively. The initial condition for both is u∗ plus a
small localized perturbation near x = −75.
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Fig. 1.4: (Left): Front profile u∗ in co-moving frame. (Middle), (Right): Spacetime plots in co-moving frame for
speeds above and below a bifurcation point. The initial condition for both is u∗ plus a small Gaussian perturbation
near x = −75.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we establish Fredholm properties of

the linearization. This is done in Propositions 2.1 and 2.10, for f smooth and piecewise-smooth in x
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respectively, using the methods of [13] and [34]. In Section 3 we give the proof of Theorem 1. In Section

4 we study a prototypical example, showing the existence of a first crossing of Hopf eigenvalues. By

finding leading order estimates for such a crossing and its corresponding eigenfunctions, we then apply

Theorem 1 to obtain existence of a Hopf bifurcation and compute the direction of branching. In Section

5 we discuss possible extensions and applications of our results.

2 Preliminaries and Fredholm properties

After introducing some notation and function spaces, we establish Fredholm properties in weighted spaces

in Section 2.1. We list necessary changes for the piecewise smooth case in Section 2.2.

For η > 0 we define the exponentially weighted norm

‖w‖22,η :=

∫

R
|eη〈x〉w(x)|2dx, (2.1)

where 〈x〉 =
√

1 + x2. We say that w ∈ L2
η(R) if w is Lebesgue-measureable and ‖w‖2,η <∞. Similarly,

we define Sobolev spaces Hk
η , with ∂ju ∈ L2

η for j ≤ k. We use the following space-time norms,

X = L2(T), Y = H1(T),

X = L2
η(R, X), Y = L2

η(R, Y ) ∩H4
η (R, X), (2.2)

where x ∈ R and τ ∈ T = [0, 2π), the one-dimensional torus. Note that Y is dense and compactly

embedded in X. Also note that X is a Hilbert space with the inner product

〈u, v〉X :=
1

2π

∫ 2π

0

∫ ∞

−∞
u(x, τ)v(x, τ) e2η〈x〉 dx dτ.

Furthermore, the following norm makes Y a Hilbert space

‖u‖2Y :=

∫ ∞

−∞
‖u(x, ·)‖2Y +

4∑

j=1

‖∂jxu(x, ·)‖2Xdx. (2.3)

We define F : Y × R2 → X as

F : (v;ω, c) 7−→ ωvτ + (vxx + g(x, v; c))xx − c vx, g(x, v; c) := f(x, u∗ + v)− f(x, u∗),

so that time-periodic solutions u = u∗ + v of (1.2) satisfy F (v;ω, c) ≡ 0.

2.1 Smooth nonlinearity

We are interested in Fredholm properties of the linearization L : Y ⊂ X → X of F at the homogeneous

solution (v;ω, c) = (0;ω∗, c∗), which has the form

L : v 7−→ ω∗∂τv − Lv = ω∗∂τv − ∂xL̃v, L̃ : v 7−→ −∂x
(
∂2xv + ∂uf(x, u∗)v

)
+ c∗v. (2.4)

These properties will be necessary to implement the Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction used in the proof of

Theorem 1. We prove that L is Fredholm in Proposition 2.1 and we compute its Fredholm index in

Proposition 2.7.

Proposition 2.1 Assuming Hypotheses 1.1, 1.2, 1.6, 1.8, and 1.9, the operator L : Y ⊂ X → X is

Fredholm.

To prove this proposition we shall need a few lemmata. First of all, we shall need a standard abstract

closed range lemma.
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Lemma 2.2 (Abstract closed range lemma) Let V,W,Z be Banach spaces, T : V →W a bounded linear

operator, and K : V → Z a compact linear operator such that

||u||V ≤ C (||Ku||Z + ||Tu||W ) ,

for all u ∈ V and some C > 0. Then T has closed range and finite dimensional kernel.

Proof The proof can be found in [49, Prop. 6.7, Pg. 583].

Next, we prove the following lemma which adapts the methods of [34]; see also [13]. For J > 0, let Y(J)

and X (J) denote the spaces of functions, in Y and X respectively, which have x-support in the interval

[−J, J ]. Since the embedding Y(J) ↪→ X (J) is compact, the following lemma allows us to apply Lemma

2.2 to L.

Lemma 2.3 There exist constants C > 0 and J > 0 such that the operator L defined above satisfies

‖ξ‖Y ≤ C
(
‖ξ‖X (J) + ‖Lξ‖X

)
. (2.5)

Proof. Throughout, C > 0 will be a changing constant, possibly dependent on η, c∗, ω∗, f, u∗ and u±
but not ξ. Following [34, Lem. 3.7], the proof is divided into three steps:

Step 1: Prove that the estimate holds for J =∞.

For this step, momentarily assume that the exponential weight has η = 0. To begin, we notice

‖Lξ‖X ≥ ‖(∂τ + ∂4x)ξ‖X − ‖∂2x(∂uf(x, u∗)ξ)− c∗∂xξ‖X . (2.6)

Since f and u∗ are smooth, for all ε > 0 we have

‖∂2x(∂uf(x, u∗)ξ)− c∗∂xξ‖X ≤ C‖ξ‖H2(R,X)

≤ C‖ξ‖
1
2

X · ‖ξ‖
1
2

H4(R,X)

≤ C
(
ε‖ξ‖H4(R,X) +

1

4ε
‖ξ‖X

)
. (2.7)

Combining (2.6) and (2.7), we have for sufficiently small ε > 0

‖Lξ‖X +
C

4ε
‖ξ‖X ≥ ‖(∂τ + ∂4x)ξ‖X − Cε‖ξ‖H4(R,X)

≥ C‖u‖Y . (2.8)

This gives the desired estimate.

If η > 0 then this step works in essentially the same manner. The only difference is that one must work

with the conjugated operator Lη := eη〈x〉L e−η〈x〉 and deal with third derivative terms which are small

due to the fact that η > 0 is small.

Step 2: Prove the estimate for the constant coefficient operators L± given above.

We must work with the conjugated operators L±,η := eη〈x〉L± e−η〈x〉. By taking the Fourier transform

in both x and τ , if

L±,ηξ = g, (2.9)

then

ĝ(iζ, ik) =
[
(ζ ∓ η)4 − f ′±(u±)(ζ ∓ η)2 − ic∗(ζ ∓ η) + iωk

]
ξ̂, ξ ∈ R, k ∈ Z.

By Hypothesis 1.9 and Remark 1.10, for η > 0 the essential spectrum of the time-independent operator

does not intersect the set iω∗Z. Hence both equations in (2.9) are invertible and

ξ̂ =
(
(ζ ∓ η)4 − f ′±(u±)(ζ ∓ η)2 − ic∗(ζ ∓ η) + iωk

)−1
ĝ
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such that the coefficient on the right is bounded. The estimate

‖ξ̂‖X ≤ sup
ζ∈R,k∈Z

|
(
(ζ ∓ η)4 − f ′±(u±)(ζ ∓ η)2 − ic∗(ζ ∓ η) + iωk

)−1 | · ‖ĝ‖X ,

implies by Fourier-Plancherel that

‖ξ‖Y ≤ C‖L±ξ‖X .

Step 3: To complete the proof we use the estimates of Step 1 and Step 2 to perform a patching argument

in the same way as in [34] and [13]. To begin, for J > 1 let ξ± ∈ Y such that ξ+(x) = 0 for all x ≤ J − 1

and ξ−(x) = 0 for all x ≥ 1 − J . The exponential decay of u∗ − u± and f − f± as x → ±∞ from

Hypotheses 1.2 and 1.5 gives the following estimate. For any ε > 0, there exists J > 0 sufficiently large

such that

||(L± − L)ξ±||X ≤ ε||ξ±||H2
η(R,T). (2.10)

This allows us to obtain

||ξ±||Y ≤ C||L±ξ±||X
≤ C

(
||(L± − L)ξ±||X + ||Lξ±||X

)

≤ C
(
ε||ξ±||H2

η(R,T) + ||Lξ±||X .
)

where we have used the estimate from Step 2 in the first inequality. Chosing ε < 1
C we obtain

||ξ±||Y ≤ C||Lξ±||X . (2.11)

Next note that for ξ ∈ Y with ξ ≡ 0 for all |x| ≤ J − 1 we can decompose ξ = ξ+ + ξ− with

ξ+ =

{
ξ(x), x ≥ 0

0, x < 0,
ξ− =

{
0, x ≥ 0

ξ(x), x < 0.

Applying estimate (2.11) we then obtain

||ξ||2Y = ||ξ+||2Y + ||ξ−||2Y
≤ C

(
||Lξ+||2X + ||Lξ−||2X

)
= C||Lξ||2X . (2.12)

Finally, given any ξ ∈ Y choose a smooth bump function β such that β ≡ 1 for |x| ≤ J − 1 and β ≡ 0

for |x| ≥ J . Applying, (2.12) and Step 1 we obtain

||ξ||Y ≤ ||βξ||Y + ||(1− β)ξ||Y
≤ C (||βξ||X + ||L(βξ)||X + ||L ((1− β)ξ) ||X )

≤ C
(
||ξ||X (T ) + ||Lξ||X

)
,

giving the desired result.

Proof. [Proof of Prop. 2.1]

Lemma 2.3 gives that L has closed range and finite dimensional kernel. To finish the proof we define a

suitable adjoint L∗ and show it also satisfies a closed range lemma as above. In unweighted spaces the

formal adjoint is

L∗ := ∂4x + ∂uf(x, u∗)∂
2
x + c∗∂x − ω∂τ .

But as we wish to work with exponentially weighted spaces Y and X , we define the adjoint using the

conjugated operator

L∗η := eη〈x〉L∗e−η〈x〉 : H4(R, X) ∩ L2(R, Y ) ⊂ L2(R, X)→ L2(R, X),

Note, since Lη is closed and densely defined, L∗η is well-defined.
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This operator can then be run through the same estimates as in Lemma 2.3, and we once again obtain

that L∗η has closed range and finite kernel. Therefore L is Fredholm.

Next, in Lemma 2.4 and 2.5, we determine the index of L. We decompose X and Y into a direct sum

of invariant subspaces so that L is diagonal and the index of each restriction can be readily calculated.

Elementary results (see for example [49]) then give that L has index equal to the sum of the indices of

the restrictions.

The work of [2, Thm. 1.5] gives that X has a Fourier decomposition in the time variable

X =
⊕

k∈Z
X k, X k :=

{
v ∈ X : v(x, τ) = ṽ(x)eikτ , ṽ ∈ L2

η(R)
}
.

Next, let Xh =
⊕

k 6=0 X k, and Yh =
⊕

k 6=0 Yk, where Yk = X k ∩Y, so the following decompositions hold

X = X 0 ⊕Xh, Y = Y0 ⊕ Yh.

Note that X0 is the set of all time-independent functions in X while Xh is the set of all functions with

time-average equal to zero.

Lemma 2.4 The restriction L0 := L : Y0 → X 0 has Fredholm index −1.

Proof. On Y0 we have L = −L = −∂x ◦ L̃. Recall from (2.4) that L̃ : H3
η (R) ⊂ L2

η(R) → L2
η(R)

is defined as L̃v = −∂x(∂2xv + ∂uf(x, u∗)v) + c∗v. Hypothesis 1.2 implies that L̃ is an asymptotically

constant operator:

L̃→ L̃± as x→ ±∞, L̃±v := − ∂3xv − f ′±(u±)∂xv + c∗v.

Moreover, the constant coefficient first order systems associated with L̃± are hyperbolic with the same

Morse index. Indeed, since c > 0, each of the polynomials ν3+f ′±(u±)ν−c = 0 has two positive roots and

one negative root. Thus, the piecewise constant operators L̃+ and L̃− have relative Morse index equal

to zero as well. This implies that the operator L̃ has Fredholm index equal to zero. (See for example [20,

Sec. 3.1.10 - 11])).

To finish the proof it suffices to notice that ∂x : H1
η (R) → L2

η(R) is Fredholm with index -1. The result

then follows using standard results on the composition of Fredholm operators (see for example [49, Sec.

A.7])

Lemma 2.5 The restriction Lh := L : Yh → Xh has Fredholm index 0.

Proof. First note that since L is Fredholm, Lh and L∗h must have finite dimensional kernel. Next, it is

straightforward to notice that each restriction Lk := L : Yk ⊂ X k → X k is well defined and takes the

form

Lk(eikτ ṽ(x)) = ∂2x
(
∂2xṽ + ∂uf(x, u∗(x))ṽ

)
− c∗∂xṽ + iωkṽ.

Hypothesis 1.6 and 1.9 imply that for Lk and its adjoint L∗k

dim kerLk =

{
0 k 6= ±1

1 k = ±1,
dim kerL∗k =

{
0 k 6= ±1

1 k = ±1.

Comparing the dimensions of kerLh and kerL∗h then implies that Lh has Fredholm index 0.

Remark 2.6 For simplicity, we have included direct proofs to determine the Fredholm index of L in the

preceding lemmas. We note that one could also calculate these using a spectral flow as in [34]. Namely,

the index could be found by tracking spatial eigenvalue crossings as x moves from −∞ to +∞.

The previous lemmas then give the following proposition.

Proposition 2.7 Given the hypotheses in Proposition 2.1, the operator L has Fredholm index -1.
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Proof. Since L can be decomposed as

L :=

(
L0 0

0 Lh

)
: Y0 ⊕ Yh −→ X0 ⊕Xh,

a standard result in Fredholm theory (see [49, Sec. A.7]) gives that the Fredholm index of L is equal to

the sum of the indices of L0 and Lh. This fact, in combination with Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5, proves the

proposition.

2.2 Piecewise smooth f

If Hypothesis 1.3 is assumed instead of Hypotheses 1.1 and 1.2 the setting must be slightly altered in

order to obtain the Fredholm properties required in the proof of Theorem 1. In particular, since ∂uf has

discontinuities in x, L is not well-defined on Y and hence jump-conditions are needed. Let us define the

jump condition notation

δx0
u = lim

x→x+
0

u(x, t)− lim
x→x−0

u(x, t).

Also, for simplicity let us define the piecewise-smooth function

b(x) = ∂uf(x, u∗(x)).

Next let us define the following set of conditions on a function u(x, t),

(##) :=





t ∈ T, x0 = ±`,
δx0u = 0, δx0ux = 0, δx0uxx = −u(x0, t) δx0b,

δx0uxxx = − [u(x0, t) δx0bx + ux(x0, t) δx0b] .

A brief calculation then shows that L is well defined on the space

Y## :=
(
H4
η

(
[`,∞), X

)
⊕H4

η

(
[−`, `]), X

)
⊕H4

η

(
(−∞,−`], X

))
∩ L2

(
R, Y

)
∩ (##) ⊂ X .

Furthermore, it is easily seen that L is a closed, densely defined operator on X . Indeed, the latter fact

follows from the density of Y in X , and the fact that for any u ∈ Y there exists a function v, which is

smooth away from the points x = ±`, has arbitrarily small L2-norm, and yet satisfies the jump conditions

(##) so that u+ v ∈ Y##.

For ease of notation, we restrict for the remainder of the section to f with one jump discontinuity located

at x = 0. The result for a nonlinearity with multiple discontinuities will follow in the same manner. Hence

we work with the operator

L : Y# :=
(
H4
η (R−, X)⊕H4

η (R+, X)
)
∩ L2

η(R, Y ) ∩ (#) ⊂ X → X , (2.13)

defined as in (1.3) above with

(#) :=





t ∈ T, x0 = 0

δx0
u = 0, δx0

ux = 0, δx0
uxx = −u(x0, t) δx0

b,

δx0
uxxx = − [u(x0, t) δx0

bx + ux(x0, t) δx0
b] .

Our approach is to conjugate from Y to Y# through a change of variables ũ = u+ Φ where Φ = Φ(x, τ)

has jump discontinuities on (0, τ) ∈ R×T which compensate for the discontinuities created by b(x). We

construct Φ using solutions of fractional order, L2(T)-valued, evolution equations which have the jump

conditions on {0} × T as initial conditions.

For any µ, τ ∈ [0,∞), and open U ⊂ R let

Wσ,µ
η (U × T) := Hµ

η (U,X) ∩ L2
η(R, Hσ(T)),
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denote the anisotropic Sobolev space of order µ in space and order σ in time defined in the usual way via

Fourier Transform. As they will repeatedly arise in the following, denote V = R×T and V ± = R± ×T.

Note also that W 0,0
η (V ) = X , W 1,0

η (V ) = L2
η(R, Y ), W 0,4

η (V ) = H4
η (R, X), and W 1,4

η (V ) = Y.

To setup the evolution equations, for i = 0, 1 and αi ∈ R+, let Ai : Hαi(T) → L2(T) be the linear

operators defined via Fourier series as

(Âiv)k := (−|k|αi − 1) v̂k, k ∈ Z. (2.14)

Next, for βi ∈ R+, define the trace operators Ti : W 1,4
η (V +)→ Hβi(T) as

T0[u] := −δ0(b)u(0, τ), T1[u] := −(δ0(bx)u(0, τ) + δ0(b)ux(0, τ)).

Anisotropic trace estimates give that u(0, τ) ∈ H7/8(T) and ux(0, τ) ∈ H5/8(T) if u ∈ W 1,4
η (V +); see

[10, Lem 3.5]. This means that T0 and T1 are well defined for β0 ≤ 7/8 and β1 ≤ 5/8 respectively. Also,

note that if these inequalities are strict then each Ti is compact.

In order to obtain the desired regularity properties we set

α0 =
5

16
, α1 = 1, β0 =

7

8
− ε, β1 =

9

8
− ε, (2.15)

for some ε > 0 sufficiently small. Then, define the X-valued initial value problems

∂xv0 = A0v0, v0(0) = T0[u], (2.16)

∂xv1 = A0v1, v1(0) = T1[u]−A0T0[u]. (2.17)

where vi = vi(x) take values in X = L2(T). We then obtain the following result characterizing solutions

of these equations.

Proposition 2.8 Given u ∈W 1,4
η (V +), there exist unique solutions v∗0 and v∗1 of the initial value prob-

lems (2.16) and (2.17) which satisfy

v∗0 ∈W β0−α0/2,1
η (V +) ∩W β0+α0/2,0

η (V +) ∩W β0−3α0/2
η (V +), (2.18)

v∗1 ∈W β1−α1/2,1
η (V +) ∩W β1+α1/2,0

η (V +). (2.19)

Proof. This result can be proved using Fourier analysis. For a more general reference see [1]

Note that for the specific values of αi, βi listed in (2.16) and (2.17), we have v∗0 ∈ W 1,2
η (V +) and

v∗1 ∈W 1,1
η (V +). We may then define functions Φi = Φi(x, τ) as

Φ0(x, τ) :=

∫ x

0

∫ y

0

v∗0(s, τ)ds dy, Φ1(x, τ) :=

∫ x

0

∫ y

0

∫ z

0

v∗1(s, τ)ds dz dy, (2.20)

so that Φ0, Φ1 ∈W 1,4
η (V +). By extending Φi by zero for (x, τ) ∈ V − and using the fact that

(Φ0)x

∣∣∣
x=0

= (v∗0)x

∣∣∣
x=0

= A0v
∗
0

∣∣∣
x=0

= A0T0[u],

our construction gives that (Φ0 + Φ1) satisfies the jump conditions (#) defined above. Hence the following

mapping is well defined

Φ : W 1,4
η (V )→ Y#, (2.21)

u 7−→ Φ[u] = Φ[u](x, τ) := ρ(x)(Φ0(x, τ) + Φ1(x, τ)), (2.22)

where ρ = ρ(x) is a smooth bump function compactly supported and identically equal to 1 in a neigh-

borhood of the origin. We then have the following lemma

Lemma 2.9 The mapping id + Φ : Y → Y# is a linear isomorphism.

Proof. It is readily found that this mapping is linear. Furthermore, since we have not used the full trace

regularity of u, the mapping Φ is compact. Hence, it suffices to show that id + Φ is one-to-one, since it
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then immediately follows that the mapping is onto. If (u+ Φ[u]) = 0, then for all τ ∈ T

ũ(0, τ) = Φ[u](0, τ) = 0 = Φ[u]x(0, τ) = ux(0, τ).

This implies

δ0(Φ[u]xx) = δ0(Φ[u]xxx) = 0,

so that the initial value problems (2.16) and (2.17) have zero initial conditions and hence that u = 0.

We are now ready to prove the desired result.

Proposition 2.10 Assuming the Hypotheses 1.6, 1.8, 1.9, and 1.3, the operator L : Y# ⊂ X → X is

Fredholm with index -1.

Proof.

First note that because L is closed and densely defined, its X -adjoint is

L∗ : Y ⊂ X → X
L∗v := −∂tu− ∂4xu− b(x)∂2xu− c∗∂xu. (2.23)

This definition can be easily calculated using the jump conditions in (##) and integration by parts. The

methods used to prove Proposition 2.1 can immediately be applied to obtain that L∗ has closed range

and finite dimensional kernel.

Since id + Φ is an isomorphism, it suffices to prove that L̃ := L ◦ (id + Φ) : Y → X has closed range and

finite dimensional kernel. We thus proceed as in Lemma 2.3. We only give the proof of Step 1, obtaining

a G̊arding type inequality as in (2.8). The subsequent steps will then follow in an analogous way to

those in Lemma 2.3. In particular, since L̃ is equal to constant coefficient operators L± for x outside

the support of Φ[u], an even simpler patching argument than that of [13] and [34] can be implemented.

Also, since we have conjugated to the space Y, we still have the compact embedding of the truncated

spaces Y(J) ↪→ X (J) and may apply the abstract closed range lemma. Therefore L̃ and, by Lemma 2.9,

L have closed range and finite dimensional kernel. Since L∗ has the same properties, we find that L is

Fredholm. The index can be found in the exact same manner as in Section 2.1.

Let . and & denote inequality up to a constant independent of the variables being used. We first estimate

‖LΦ[u]‖X = ‖LΦ[u]‖W 0,0
η (V +)

. ‖Φ[u]‖W 1,4
η (V +) . ‖Φ[u]‖W 1,0

η (V +) + ‖Φ[u]‖W 0,4
η (V +)

. ‖u‖W 1−ε,0
η (V ) + ‖u‖W 0,2

η (V )

≤ c1(ε)‖u‖X + c2(ε)‖u‖Y . (2.24)

where c1(ε)→∞ and c2(ε)→ 0 as ε→ 0+. In the first two lines we restricted to V + because supp(Φ) ⊂
V +. In the third line, the first term is obtained by exploiting the fact that less than maximal regularity

of the trace, u|x=0, is used. The second term in the third line is obtained using trace and inverse-trace

estimates from [10, Lem. 3.5],

‖Φ[u]‖W 0,4
η (V +) . ‖Φ[u]xx‖W 0,2

η (V +) . ‖u(0, ·)‖
W

3/4,3/2
η ({0}×T)

. ‖u‖W 0,2
η (V +) + ‖u‖W 0,2

η (V −)

. ‖u‖W 0,2(V ). (2.25)

To obtain the last line in (2.24), we use the estimates

‖u‖W 0,2
η (V ) .

1

ε
‖u‖X + ε‖u‖Y , (2.26)

‖u‖W 1−ε,0
η (V +) ≤ ‖u‖εW 0,0

η (V )
‖u‖1−ε

W 1,0
η (V )

≤ c̃1(ε)‖u‖W 0,0
η (V )) + c̃2(ε)‖u‖W 1,0

η (V ), (2.27)

where c̃1(ε) → +∞ and c̃2(ε) → 0 as ε → 0. The estimate (2.27) uses standard Sobolev interpolation

results (see [26]) and Young’s inequality.
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This finally allows us to obtain

‖L̃u‖X = ‖L ◦ (id + Φ)u‖L2
η(V ) &

∑

i=±
‖L ◦ (id + Φ)u‖L2

η(V
i)

≥
∑

i=±
‖Lu‖L2

η(V
i) − ‖LΦ[u]‖L2

η(V
i)

&
∑

i=±

(
‖u‖W 1,4

η (V i) − ‖u‖L2
η(V

i)

)
− ‖LΦ[u]‖X

&
∑

i=±

(
‖u‖W 1,4

η (V i) − ‖u‖L2
η(V

i)

)
− (c1(ε)‖u‖X + c2(ε)‖u‖Y)

≥ Cε‖u‖Y − C ′ε‖u‖X , (2.28)

with Cε, C
′
ε > 0 for ε > 0 sufficiently small. Since L ◦ (id + Φ)u ∈ L2

η(V ), the first and last inequality

follow from the equivalence of the Euclidean and box norms on R2. The third inequality is obtained by

proceeding as in Step 1 of Lemma 2.3 on each V i. The estimate (2.24) gives the fourth inequality.

In the more general case where b(x) has more than one discontinuity, one must first construct jump

functions Φi as above for each of the domain decompositions R = (−∞,−`)∪ (−`,∞), (−∞, `)∪ (`,∞).

Then Φ may be obtained as a sum of the ρi(x) ·Φi(x, τ), where each ρi is a sufficiently localized smooth

bump function which is identically one in a neighborhood of a discontinuity of b.

3 Proof of main theorem

3.1 Smooth front profile u∗

In this section, we give the proof where Hypothesis 1.1 and 1.2 hold. The proof for Hypothesis 1.3 will

follow in the same way with a few alterations and is lined out in Section 3.2.

Using Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction, we wish to solve F(w,ω, c) = 0 for (ω, c) close to (ω∗, c∗). Since L
has Fredholm index -1, one must alter the setting before the Implicit Function theorem may be applied

in the reduction. In our setting, this alteration is simple. Let

X̊ := {u ∈ X : 〈u, e−2η〈x〉〉X = 0},

so that X̊ is a closed subset of X . Using the fact that, for any exponential weight with η > 0, the constant

function e−2η〈x〉 lies in the cokernel of L, it is readily found that L maps Y into X̊ . Thus, we may restrict

the codomain of our problem.

Furthermore, the linearization L has Fredholm index zero when considered as an operator L : Y → X̊ .

This follows from Proposition 2.1 and Fredholm algebra. Indeed L : Y → X can be viewed as the

composition S ◦ L where S : X → X̊ is the orthogonal projection onto X̊ possessing fredholm index 1.

Let us define

ω̃ = ω − ω∗, c̃ = c− c∗, Ω = (ω̃, c̃), (3.1)

so that F is now a function of (u;Ω) ∈ Y × R2. For the following we suppress the dependence on

parameters (ω̃, c̃) unless it is needed.

By Hypothesis 1.8, for the functions P+(x, τ) := eiτp(x), P−(x, τ) := P+(x, τ),

kerL = span
{
P+, P−

}
.

Furthermore, let us give u0 ∈ kerL the coordinates

u0 = aP+ + aP−,
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with a, a ∈ C. Next, with the adjoint eigenfunctions ψ(x) and ψ(x) as defined in Section 1.4, we define

Ψ+(x, τ) := eiτψ(x), Ψ− := Ψ+. The algebraic simplicity assumed in Hypothesis 1.8 implies

〈Pi, Ψj〉X = δij ,

where δij is the Kronecker delta. Then since L is Fredholm by Proposition 2.1, we have the following

decomposition

X̊ = kerL∗ ⊕M, M = (span{Ψ−, Ψ+})⊥ .
This decomposition has the associated projections

Q : X̊ → kerL∗, P := I −Q : X̊ →M.

The projection onto kerL∗ can be explicitly defined as

Qu =
∑

i=±
〈u, Ψi〉X · Ψi. (3.2)

Thus, solving F ≡ 0 is equivalent to solving the following system of equations

0 = PF(u0 + uh, Ω), (3.3)

0 = QF(u0 + uh;Ω), (3.4)

where uh ∈ N := (kerL)⊥.

Since the linearization L of F about the trivial state (0; 0, 0) has Fredholm index zero, the linearization

of the first equation with respect to uh is invertible on N . Since F is a smooth function of (v, ω, c), the

Implicit Function theorem guarantees that there exists a smooth function ϕ : kerL×R2 → N such that

u0 +ϕ(u0;Ω) solves the “auxiliary” equation (3.3) and ϕ(0;Ω) = Du0
ϕ|(0,Ω) = 0 for Ω sufficiently small.

Substituting the coordinatization for u0 given above into the perturbation equations and matching terms,

we obtain the expansion

ϕ(u0;Ω) = a2e2itϕ+(x;Ω) + aaϕ0(x;Ω) + a2e−2it ϕ−(x;Ω) +O(|a|3).

Inserting this into (3.3), it is readily found that the functions ϕi for i = 0,−,+ must solve the differential

equations

L(e2itϕ+) = e2it(∂2uf(x, u∗(x))p2)xx,

L(ϕ0) = (∂2uf(x, u∗(x))pp)xx,

L(e−2itϕ−) = e−2it(∂2uf(x, u∗(x))p2)xx. (3.5)

Note that each solution ϕi exists because the right hand side of each equation in (3.5) is exponentially

localized in x so that it is an element of X̊ and, by the Fredholm alternative, lies in the range of L.

Inserting these solutions into the bifurcation equation (3.4), we obtain the equivalent reduced system of

equations

0 = Φi(u0;Ω) := 〈Ψi,F(u0 + ϕ(u0, Ω);Ω)〉, i = +,−. (3.6)

Then, after calculations similar to [18, §VIII.3], the expansion of each Φi about (a, a; ω̃, c̃) = (0, 0, 0, 0)

is found to be

Φ+(a, a;Ω) = (λc̃(0)c̃+ i ω̃) a+ θ+(0, 0) a|a|2 +O
(
(|Ω|+ |a|2)|a‖Ω|+ |a|4

)
, (3.7)

Φ−(a, a;Ω) =
(
λc̃(0) c̃− iω̃

)
a+ θ−(0, 0) a|a|2 +O

(
(|Ω|+ |a|2)|a‖Ω|+ |a|4

)
, (3.8)

where λc̃(0) = dλ
dc̃ (c̃ = 0) 6= 0 by assumption and

θ+(ω̃, c̃) =
〈 (

3∂3uf(x, u∗)p
2p+ ∂2uf(x, u∗) [pϕ0 + pϕ+]

)
xx
, ψ
〉
L2
η(R)

, (3.9)

θ−(ω̃, c̃) =
〈 (

3∂3uf(x, u∗)pp
2 + ∂2uf(x, u∗) [pϕ− + pϕ0]

)
xx
, ψ
〉
L2
η(R)

. (3.10)
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As common in Hopf bifurcation, the time-shift symmetry induces complex rotation equivariance of the

bifurcation equation, so that we can factor a and obtain an equation that only depends on |a|2.

Since Reλc̃(0) is non-zero by assumption, the Implicit Function theorem gives that there exists a bi-

furcating branch of solutions (ω̃, c̃)(|a|2) parameterized by the amplitude r2 := |a|2 of the coordinate

in kerL∗. Whenever Re{θ+(0, 0)} 6= 0, one can solve for c̃ as a function of r and readily confirm the

statement on the direction of branching in the theorem.

Remark 3.1 For the standard Cahn-Hilliard nonlinearity f(u) = u − u3 linearized about u∗ ≡ 0, we

have f ′′(u∗) = 0 so that the expressions for θ± simplify and, in practice, the inhomogeneous problems in

(3.5) need not be solved.

Remark 3.2 We note that instead of restricting the codomain so that L is Fredholm index 0, one could

also follow the work of [31] and [42] by adding an extra parameter via the ansatz

u(x) = bχ(x) + w(x),

where b ∈ R, χ(x) = (1− tanh(x))/2 and w ∈ X . When considered in these coordinates, F : Y ×R3 → X
will then have a linearization which has Fredholm index 0 so that we may then perform a Lyapunov-

Schmidt reduction as above. Such an approach would also be necessary when mass conservation only

determines the asymptotic mass difference implicitly, say, when mass deposition through the trigger

depends on concentrations χ = χ(x, u).

3.2 Alterations for Hypothesis 1.3

The proof under Hypothesis 1.3 follows in a similar manner and we only note the few differences. By

taking into account the jump conditions at the discontinuities, it is readily found that F and hence L
maps Y## into X̊ . A routine calculation then shows that the weak derivatives in the right sides of the

three equations in (3.5) are well defined and in X . The solvability of these equations then follows from the

Fredholm Alternative, the fact that the eigenfunction p is exponentially localized, and ker(L− ikω) = {0}
for k 6= ±1.

4 Instability plateaus — an explicit example

In this section, we study an example where we can establish existence of modulated traveling waves.

That is, we are able to verify the assumptions of Theorem 1. We first motivate our specific choice of

nonlinearity in Section 4.1, and then introduce general concepts on absolute and convective instability in

bounded domains in Section 4.2. Sections 4.3 to 4.5 then establish precise asymptotics for the first Hopf

instability for long plateaus. Finally, Section 4.6 concludes by determining the cubic Hopf coefficient and

the direction of branching.

4.1 Motivation

Establishing the existence of a Hopf bifurcation can generally be cumbersome. While the Hopf bifurcation

that we analyzed here is ubiquitous in numerical simulations and experimental observations, it is generally

difficult to rigorously prove that the assumptions of our theorem are satisfied. Intuitively, one expects a

Hopf instability since for slow speed, mass deposition is slow so that the system develops a long, slowly

varying plateau-like state in the intermediate spinodal regime. On this state, one expects a spinodal

decomposition instability, with a typical selected spatial wavenumber. Since this instability is stationary

in the steady frame, one would expect oscillations in the co-moving frame of the trigger front. The

absence of an explicit expression for the trigger front and the lack of tools to detect Hopf eigenvalues

makes this problem in general quite intractable. We therefore set up a toy system, where the front is

trivial, the “plateau” is an actual constant state, and nonlinearities are piecewise constant. As a benefit,
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we show how to make the above intuition rigorous in terms of branch points and absolute spectra, in

particular obtaining corrections to the simple wavenumber prediction from fastest growing modes.

For the remainder of the section we let u∗(x) ≡ 0 and study (1.2) with nonlinearities of the form

f(x, u) = χ(x)u+ γu3 − βu5 where β and γ are real constants with β > 0 and

χ(x) =

{
χ+ = 1 x ∈ [−`, `]
χ− = −1 x ∈ (−∞,−`) ∩ (`,∞),

(4.1)

is a triggering mechanism which makes the homogeneous state u ≡ 0 linearly unstable inside the interval

[−`, `] and linearly stable everywhere else. Such triggers have been used to numerically study directional

quenching (see [16] and [23]) and are a caricature of many others used in different situations; see Section

1.1 above. Also, by scaling we may assume that β = 1. This nonlinearity obviously satisfies Hypothesis

1.3 as noted above. Denote

Lu = − (uxx + χu)xx + cux,

and, as they will be of use in the following propositions, define the constant coefficient operators

L±u := − (uxx + (χ±)u)xx + cux. (4.2)

4.2 Absolute and convective instabilities in bounded domains

One can think of the linear problem with piecewise constant trigger χ as in (4.1) as a problem on

x ∈ (−l, l) with “effective” boundary conditions at ±l, induced by the stable system on either side of the

plateau. On the plateau, we see an instability which is advected by the drift term c∂x induced by the

co-moving frame. Only for sufficiently strong instabilities will the exponential growth outpace the linear

advection. The eigenvalue problem on a finite domain is of course “explicitly solvable”, in principle. On

the other hand, calculations very quickly become quite impenetrable and we pursue a more conceptual

approach.

In fact, the results in [36] and [37] show how to generally compute asymptotic behavior of spectra in finite

bounded domains. For large domain length and separated boundary conditions which satisfy a certain

non-degeneracy condition, all but finitely many eigenvalues are approximated by a set of curves called

the absolute spectrum. This set is determined via the dispersion relation d(λ, ν) obtained by inserting

eλt+νx into the asymptotic linearized equation. By viewing the temporal eigenvalue λ as a parameter

and solving for the spatial eigenvalues ν = ν(λ) ordered by real part Re νj ≥ Re νj+1, one finds for

well-posed operators that the system has fixed Morse index i∞ so that Re νi∞(λ) > 0 > Re νi∞+1(λ) for

all λ with large real part. The absolute spectrum is then defined as

Σabs = {λ ∈ C : Re νi∞(λ) = Re νi∞+1(λ)}.

Though Σabs is not part of the spectrum of the linearized operator on an infinite domain, it dictates

whether instabilities saturate the domain or are convected away. For typical problems, Σabs has an

element λbr with largest real part which determines when such instabilities arise. It is often the case

that λbr is a branch point of the dispersion relation and hence is an endpoint of a curve in Σabs which

satisfies νi∞(λbr) = νi∞+1(λbr); see [33] or [36]). Additionally, the results of [36] give that eigenvalues of

the finite domain problem of length ` accumulate on λbr with rate O(`−2).

The work of [37] uses these concepts to study the spectrum of a pulse p(x) connecting a stable rest state

p0 at x → ±∞ to a plateau state which is close to an unstable rest state p1 for x ∈ [−`, `]. By viewing

such a pulse as the gluing of “front” and “back” solutions between p0 and p1, the limiting spectral set (as

`→∞) of the linearization about this pulse can be decomposed into three parts: the absolute spectrum

of the linearization about the unstable state p1, the essential spectrum of the linearization about the

state p0, and a finite number of isolated eigenvalues determined by the spectrum of the front and back

solutions. Using arguments as in [36], it is also shown that an infinite number of eigenvalues converge to

the absolute spectrum with O(`−2) rate.
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In our setting, the solution u∗(x) can be viewed as a pulse whose asymptotic operator, defined above as

L−, has marginally stable spectrum. We will show for large ` that eigenvalue crossings are approximated

by intersections of the absolute spectrum of L+ with the imaginary axis. The absolute spectrum, which

we denote as Σ+
abs, is determined by the dispersion relation d+ in (4.6) below. Furthermore, the first

crossing is approximated by where the right-most part of Σ+
abs, which consists of two complex conjugate

branch points, intersects iR. As the front speed c is decreased, Σ+
abs moves to the right towards the

right half of the complex plane C+. As discussed above, when Σ+
abs ∩ C+ 6= ∅ instabilities which are

stronger than the convective motion arise in the domain [−`, `]. This heuristically indicates that unstable

eigenvalues will lie close to Σ+
abs∩C+. In the following, proof of these facts in our specific context is done

by hand as the aforementioned results are not directly applicable and do not give explicit expansions of

eigenvalues near the branch point.

4.3 Extended point spectrum

We now begin to verify the spectral hypotheses for our explicit example. In this section, we show that

no eigenvalues arise from the front or back solutions. The genericity of the absolute spectrum, discussed

in Section 4.4, will then allow us to show that eigenvalues which accumulate onto the absolute spectrum

are the first to bifurcate.

In our case, the front and back solutions are u∗(x) ≡ 0 which solve the toy problem with χ(x) defined

respectively as

χf (x) =

{
χ+ x ∈ (−∞, 0]

χ− x ∈ (0,∞)
, χb(x) =

{
χ− x ∈ (−∞, 0]

χ+ x ∈ (0,∞)
. (4.3)

These solutions then give the following piecewise-constant coefficient linearizations composed of L±

Lf/bu := −
(
uxx + (χf/b)u

)
xx

+ cux, (4.4)

which have domain Y# ⊂ X where x0 = 0 and b = χf/b.

We analyze the corresponding Evans functions Df/b(λ) whose zeros are the eigenvalues of Lf/b; for more

background see [20] and references therein. In this simple case, the Evans function can be expressed

in terms of the stable and unstable eigenspaces E±s (λ) and E±u (λ) of the first order systems associated

with the operators L± − λ as in (4.2) above. Namely, Df/b(λ) := E±s (λ) ∧ E∓u (λ). Instead of the usual

formulation in terms of u and its derivatives, we use a different set of variables in which the jump

conditions (##) at x = ±` become continuity conditions. Namely we let v = ux, θ = uxx + χf/bu, and

w = θx so that the first order systems take the form

ux = v

vx = θ − χ±u
θx = w

wx = cv − λu. (4.5)

The eigenvalues of this system, denoted as ν±i (λ), are roots of the dispersion relations

d±(λ, ν) = −ν4 − χ±ν2 + cν − λ. (4.6)

We order these roots by decreasing real part

Re{ν±j (λ)} ≥ Re{ν±j+1(λ)},

and let

e±i (λ) :=
(
1, ν±i (λ), ν±i (λ)2 + χ±, ν

±
i (λ)(ν±i (λ)2 + χ±)

)T

be the corresponding eigenvectors. As mentioned above, for λ with large positive real part it can readily

be found that

Re{ν±1 (λ)} ≥ Re{ν±2 (λ)} > 0 > Re{ν±3 (λ)} ≥ Re{ν±4 (λ)}. (4.7)
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In fact this splitting holds for all λ to the right of Σ±ess, the essential spectrum of L±. For either j = 1, 3,

if νij 6= νij+1 then eij and eij+1 span the unstable and stable eigenspaces of (4.5) respectively. We find up

to a normalization factor, for all λ ∈ C�Σabs with e±1 6= e±2 and e±3 6= e±4 ,

Df (λ) = det

∣∣∣∣∣e
+
1 e

+
2 e
−
3 e
−
4

∣∣∣∣∣, Db(λ) = det

∣∣∣∣∣e
−
1 e
−
2 e

+
3 e

+
4

∣∣∣∣∣, (4.8)

where we have suppressed the dependence on λ of e±j inside the determinant.

If for example ν−1 = ν−2 for some λ0, then one must view the spatial eigenvalues as functions of a variable

ζ on a Riemann surface, λ = g(ζ), with a branch point at λ0; see [20, §9.1]. Since ν−1 is analytic in ζ, the

vectors e−1 and d
dζ e
−
1 form a basis for the corresponding unstable eigenspace.

With these definitions, we readily obtain the following lemma.

Lemma 4.1 For all speeds c > 0, the functions Df (λ) and Db(λ) have no zeros in the set C�Σ+
abs.

Furthermore, they have a non-vanishing limit as λ approaches Σ+
abs.

Proof. As the argument will be the same for the back, we only consider the front. By applying Sobolev

embeddings to the numerical range of both L±, taking care to mind the jump conditions (#), it is readily

found that Lf is uniformly sectorial on L2(R) in the plateau length `. This implies that both Df , being

analytic off of the absolute spectrum, does not vanish identically in any connected component of C�Σabs.

It can be readily found that Df (0) 6= 0. Assuming that λ 6= 0, we split the proof of the first statement

into two cases.

Case 1: Assume that λ is such that ν+1 6= ν+2 and ν−3 6= ν−4 .

In this case the Evans functions Df/b are given by (4.8) above,

Df (λ) = det




1 1 1 1

ν−1 ν−2 ν+3 ν+4
(ν−1 )2 + χ− (ν−2 )2 + χ− (ν+3 )2 + χ+ (ν+4 )2 + χ+

ν−1 ((ν−1 )2 + χ−) ν−2 ((ν−2 )2 + χ−) ν+3 ((ν+3 )2 + χ+) ν+4 ((ν+4 )2 + χ+)




= det




1 1 1 1

ν−1 ν−2 ν+3 ν+4
(ν−1 )2 (ν−2 )2 (ν+3 )2 (ν+4 )2

(ν−1 )3 (ν−2 )3 (ν+3 )3 (ν+4 )3


 , (4.9)

a Vandermonde determinant which we shall denote as V (v−1 , v
−
2 , v

+
3 , v

+
4 ). This equality can be obtained

using the dispersion relation to find (ν±i )2 + χ± = −λ−cν
±
i

(ν±i )2
and then performing elementary row opera-

tions.

Hence, Df (λ) = 0 if and only if ν−3 (λ) = ν+2 (λ). This means that both dispersion relations d± are

satisfied simultaneously and, since χ+ 6= χ−, that ν−3 = ν+2 = 0. But we also have that ν±i (λ) = 0 if and

only if λ = 0. Therefore Df (λ) 6= 0.

Case 2: Assume either ν−1 = ν−2 or ν+3 = ν+4 .

Say only the latter holds. Then we have

Df (λ) = ∂ζν
+
3 ·

d

dν+4

∣∣∣
ν+
4 =ν+

3

V 6= 0,

for all λ 6= 0 because once again Df (λ) = 0 if and only if ν+3 = ν−2 which holds if and only if λ = 0.

If ν−1 = ν−2 then take the derivative of V with respect to ν−1 . If both equalities hold then take the

derivatives of V with respect to both ν−1 and ν+3 . Note, we have that ∂ζν
+
3 6= 0 because double roots are

simple for all c > 0. This gives the proof of the first part of the lemma.

To prove the second statement we note that if λ→ λ0 ∈ Σ+
abs then, by definition, Re ν+2 −Re ν+3 → 0. If

Df (λ) were to approach zero as well, then arguments used above give that λ0 must be 0, which is readily

found to lie in the complement of the absolute spectrum for all speeds c > 0. This gives the proof of the

second statement and completes the lemma.
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4.4 Branch points, rescalings and asymptotics

We now analyze the dispersion relation near the rightmost point of the absolute spectrum, defined in

Section 4.2, in more detail. We give explicit formulas describing how branch points cross the imaginary

axis and how the spatial eigenvalues ν(λ) behave around them. Furthermore, we will study how Σ+
abs

behaves near λbr(c).

For c = clin, it is readily found that the essential spectrum, Σ+
ess, lies in the closed left-half plane when

considered in an exponentially weighted space with weight eµlinx, for µlin defined in Lemma 4.2 below.

Since Σ+
abs generically lies to the left of Σ+

ess, elementary calculation shows that, for c near clin, the right

most part of the absolute spectrum consists of a pair of complex conjugate branch points of the dispersion

relation d+. Such branch points, which we denote as λbr(c), λbr(c), solve the algebraic system

d+(λ, ν) = 0, (4.10)

∂

∂ν
d+(λ, ν) = 0, (4.11)

for some double spatial eigenvalue which we denote as νbr(c) := ν(λbr(c)).

In the context of front invasion into an unstable state, if νbr(c) satisfies what is known as a “pinch-

ing”condition, the speed c = clin for which λbr(c) ∈ iR is called the linear spreading speed ; see [7], and

[19]. Such “pinched double root” solutions of the Cahn-Hilliard dispersion relations have been studied

previously and explicit expressions for λlin := λbr(clin) and νlin := νbr(clin) have been obtained. As they

will be of use in the following, we sum them up in the following lemma.

Lemma 4.2 Given f and u∗ as above, for α = ∂uf
′(0, u∗(0)), we have the following

λlin = i(3 +
√

7)

√
2 +
√

7

96
· α2

clin =
2

3
√

6
(2 +

√
7)

√√
7− 1 · α3/2

µlin := Re{νlin} = −

√√
7− 1

24
· α1/2

κlin := Im{νlin} =

√√
7 + 3

8
· α1/2. (4.12)

Proof. These quantities can be found in [45, Lem 1.3] or [55].

In the next section, we will use spatial dynamics to obtain precise expansions for the first eigenvalue

crossing and its corresponding eigenfunction. In order to do this we must obtain expansions for the spatial

eigenvalues which solve the dispersion relation (4.6) for λ near λlin. Thus let λ̂ = λ− λlin, ν̂ = ν − νlin,

ĉ = c− clin and Λ = (λ̂, ĉ). In these variables the dispersion relation (4.27) takes the form

d̂+(λ̂, ν̂) := ν̂4 + 4νlinν̂
3 + (1 + 6ν2lin)ν̂2 − ĉν̂ + λ̂− ĉνlin. (4.13)

We characterize the roots ν̂(λ̂, ĉ) in the following lemma.

Lemma 4.3 The dispersion relation (4.13) has four roots, ν̂s, ν̂u, ν̂cs, ν̂cu, which are functions of Λ ∈
C× R and, for all Λ close to (0, 0), satisfy the following properties

(i) ν̂s/u = −2νlin ±
√
−2ν2lin − 1 +O(|Λ|).

(ii) The roots ν̂cs/cu solve

ν̂2 + b1(Λ)ν̂ + b0(Λ) = 0, (4.14)
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where, setting γlin = (1 + 6ν2lin), the coefficients b0 and b1 are analytic functions of Λ with leading

order expansions

b1(Λ) =

(
4νlin
γ2lin

− 1

γlin

)
ĉ− 4νlin

γ2lin
λ̂+O(|Λ|2), b0(Λ) = −νlin

γlin
ĉ+

1

γlin
λ̂+O(|Λ|2). (4.15)

(iii) For all Λ with λ̂+ λlin 6∈ Σ+
abs the roots ν̂cs/cu split in the following way

Re{ν̂cs} < −
b1(Λ)

2
< Re{ν̂cu}. (4.16)

Proof. Property (i) is easily proved using standard perturbation techniques. Property (ii) is obtained

using multi-parameter expansions and the Weierstrass Preparation Theorem; see for example [46, Ch. 4].

We note that (4.14) may be used to determine the branch point (λ̂br(ĉ), ν̂br(ĉ)) in the shifted dispersion

relation (4.13), for ĉ near zero. Indeed, λ̂br(ĉ) must satisfy

0 = b0(λ̂br(c), ĉ)−
b1(λ̂br(ĉ), ĉ)

2

4
, (4.17)

and hence has the form λ̂br(ĉ) = νlinĉ+O(ĉ2), while ν̂br(c) = − b1(λbr(ĉ),ĉ)
2 .

It now remains to prove property (iii). In order to find expansions for the roots of (4.14), we make the

change of variables ν̂ = ν̃ − b1(Λ)
2 so that

0 = ν̃2 + β(Λ), with β(Λ) = −b0(Λ) + b1(Λ)2. (4.18)

Fixing ĉ, setting λ̃ = λ̂− λ̂br(ĉ), and expanding near λ̂br(ĉ) we obtain

0 = ν̃2 + λ̃ b̃2(λ̃, ĉ), (4.19)

for some function b̃2 which is analytic in λ̃ with b̃2(0, 0) = 1
γlin

. Finally, setting λ̃ = −ζ2 and scaling

ν̃1 = ν̃ζ we find

ν̃1 = ±
√
b̃2(−ζ2, ĉ) = ±γ−1/2lin +O(|ζ2|+ |ĉ|). (4.20)

Unwinding all of these scalings gives two roots, ν̂cu and ν̂cs, which are analytic on the Riemann surface

defined by ζ, and satisfy

Re{ν̂cs} < −
b1(−ζ2, ĉ)

2
< Re{ν̂cu}, for all ζ 6∈ Sabs = {ξ : ξ2 b̃2(−ξ2, ĉ) ∈ R−},

where R− is the non-positive part of the real line. This completes the proof of the lemma.

We remark that the calculations of Lemma 4.2 imply that for all Λ small, the eigenvalues ν̂s/u are bounded

away from the imaginary axis, with real parts of opposite sign.

The following lemma shows that Σ+
abs is generic near the branch point λbr(c) for all c near clin. The

result of this lemma is the reducibility hypothesis in [37, §7 ]. Coupled with Lemma 4.1, this will imply

that bifurcating spectra of L are only found near Σ+
abs.

Lemma 4.4 Let V ⊂ (C − Σess) be an open, bounded, and connected set containing the branch point

λbr(c) for all c close to clin. Given such a speed c, each λ ∈ (Σ+
abs ∩ V )�{λbr(c)} satisfies the following:

νi∞(λ) 6= νi∞+1(λ),
d(νi∞ − νi∞+1)

dλ
6= 0. (4.21)

Proof.

By definition, for any λ ∈ Σabs ∩ V there exist ν ∈ C and γ ∈ R such that

d+(λ, ν) = d+(λ, ν + iγ) = 0.
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Expanding from the branch point we find, after the change of variables (λ̃, ν̃) = (λ− λbr, ν − νbr), that

λ̃+ λbr ∈ Σ+
abs satisfies

λ̃ = bν̃2 +O(λ̃ν̃, λ̃2, ν̃2), (4.22)

λ̃ = b(ν̃ + iγ)2 +O(λ̃ν̃, λ̃2, ν̃2), (4.23)

where b ∈ C is a non-zero constant. This implies that

ν̃ = −γ
2

i +O(γ2). (4.24)

By substituting this into the first equation of (4.22) we then find

λ̃ = −γ
2

4
+O(γ3). (4.25)

which implies for 0 < λ̃ << 1 that γ 6= 0 and

d(ν̃i∞ − ν̃i∞+1)

dλ̃
6= 0, (4.26)

where i∞ denotes the Morse index of the first order system corresponding to L+, and counts the dimension

of the unstable eigenspace as λ→∞.

4.5 Spatial dynamics near the branch point

Having collected spectral facts in Sections 4.2 - 4.4, we now are able to use spatial dynamics to characterize

the first eigenvalue crossing and its corresponding eigenfunction. We construct eigenfunctions of L by

conjugating with eνlinx and solving the finite domain eigenvalue problem for x ∈ [−`, `] subject to

boundary conditions induced by the dynamics for x ∈ R�[−`, `].
Inserting u = eνlinxũ into the eigenvalue equation Lu = λu, dividing by eνlinx, and using the fact that

d+(λlin, νlin) = d
dν d+(λlin, νlin) = 0, we obtain an equivalent eigenvalue equation which, when expressed

in scaled variables, takes the form

∂4xũ+ 4νlin∂
3
xũ+ (χ+ + 6ν2lin)∂2xũ− ĉ∂xũ+ (λ̂− ĉνlin)ũ = 0, x ∈ [−`, `],

(4.27)

∂4xũ+ 4νlin∂
3
xũ+ (χ− + 6ν2lin)∂2xũ− (ĉ+ 2(δχ)νlin)∂xũ+ (λ̂− ĉνlin − (δχ)ν2lin)ũ = 0, x ∈ R�[−`, `],

(4.28)

where δχ = χ− − χ+. Using the coordinates of (4.5), these operators have the first order systems

ũx = ṽ − νlinũ
ṽx = θ̃ − χ±ũ− νlinṽ
θ̃x = w̃ − νlinθ̃
w̃x = (clin + ĉ)ṽ − (λlin + λ̃)ũ− νlinw̃. (4.29)

If ν̂±i are the eigenvalues for this system, ordered by decreasing real part, then the corresponding eigen-

vectors take the form

ê±i =
(
1, ν̂±i + νlin, (ν̂±i + νlin)2 + χ±, (ν̂±i + νlin)

(
(ν̂±i + νlin)2 + χ±

))T
, i = 1, 2, 3, 4.

Note, with χ+ chosen, the eigenvalues of (4.29) are precisely the scaled spatial eigenvalues derived

in Lemma 4.3 above. Also, for λ + λ̂lin ∈ C�Σ−ess, the subspaces Ês
− := spani=3,4{e−i } and Êu

− :=

spani=1,2{e−i } are the stable and unstable eigenspaces of (4.29) with χ− chosen.

The boundary conditions at x = ±l for the eigenfunction are determined as follows. In order for ũ to be

an L2(R) eigenfunction, it is necessary and sufficient to require exponential decay as |x| → ∞. Hence,
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for Ũ := (ũ, ṽ, θ̃, w̃)T , we require

Ũ(`) ∈ Ẽs
−, Ũ(−`) ∈ Ẽu

−. (4.30)

We note that the dimensions of the boundary spaces Ẽ
s/u
− are the same as the corresponding subspaces

for the unconjugated problem L−u = λu. This can be seen by homotoping the conjugation factor eνlins x

from s = 0 to s = 1 and noticing that the essential spectrum of L− never intersects some sufficiently

small neighborhood of λlin, implying that no spatial eigenvalue ν−i crosses the imaginary axis during this

homotopy.

Finally, let Ẽcs
+ be the 2-dimensional eigenspace of (4.29) (with χ+ chosen) spanned by the eigenvectors

of ν̂cs and ν̂s. Define Ẽcu
+ in the same way so that it is spanned by the eigenvectors associated with ν̂cu

and ν̂u. We remark that both of these subspaces are analytic in the Riemann surface variable ζ used

in the proof of Lemma 4.3 and can be analytically continued as ζ approaches Sabs, also defined in the

above proof.

With these definitions we obtain the following lemma which precludes embedded eigenvalues (see [36,

§5.3]), and will be important in the construction of eigenfunctions.

Lemma 4.5 (Non-Degenerate Boundary Conditions) For all Λ close to (0, 0) with λ̂+ λlin 6∈ Σabs, the

conjugated eigenspaces of L± satisfy

Ẽu
− t Ẽcs

+ = {0}, Ẽs
− t Ẽcu

+ = {0}, (4.31)

where t denotes the transverse intersection of linear subspaces.

Proof. This follows from Lemma 4.3 using similar arguments as in Lemma 4.1.

We are now able to state our existence result and give expansions for the first crossing eigenvalues and

their eigenfunctions. This is done in the following proposition.

Proposition 4.6 For ` > 0 sufficiently large, there exists a speed c∗ > 0 and simple eigenvalues

λ∗(c, `), λ∗(c, `) of L with the following properties for c ∼ c∗:

(i) (First Crossing) There exists some ε > 0 so that for all c > clin − ε, λ∗(c∗, `) and λ∗(c∗, `) are the

only eigenvalues lying in the closed right half-plane.

(ii) (Bifurcation) λ∗(c, `) is an algebraically simple eigenvalue and satisfies

λ∗(c∗, `) = iκ∗(c∗, `),
dRe{λ∗}

dc
|c=c∗ < 0.

(iii) (Expansions) For ĉ ∈ R and λ̂ ∈ iR, the crossing speed c∗(`) = clin+ĉ and crossing location λ∗(c∗, `) =

λlin + λ̂ satisfy

λ̂ = i
π2

4µlin`2
(−1 + 6(µ2

lin + κ2lin)) +O(`−3), ĉ = − π2

4µlin`2
(1 + 6(µ2

lin − κ2lin)) +O(`−3), (4.32)

with κlin := Im{νlin} and µlin := Re{νlin}.

Associated with λ∗, L has an eigenfunction p and corresponding adjoint eigenfunction ψ, which satisfy

the following properties:

(iv) For x ∈ [−`, `],

p(x) = Ae(νlin+α(`))x
(

sin

(
π (x− `)

2`

)
+O(`−1)

)
, (4.33)

ψ(x) = Be−(νlin+α(`))x
(

sin

(
π(x− `)

2l

)
+O(`−1)

)
. (4.34)
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Furthermore, for j = 1, 2, 3

∂jxp(x) = (νlin + α(`))jp(x) +O(`−1), (4.35)

∂jxψ(x) = (νlin + α(`))jψ(x) +O(`−1). (4.36)

Here the error terms are uniform in x, α(`) = O(`−2), and A,B > 0 are undetermined normalization

constants.

(v) Let Uh := (h, hx, hxx + χ−h, hxxx + (χ−h)x)T as in (4.5) above. Then for h = p or h = ψ, there

exists a constant C > 0, independent of ` such that,

|Uh(x)| ≤ C`−1e−µlin`eδ(x+`), x ≤ −`, (4.37)

|Uh(x)| ≤ C`−1eµlin`e−δ
′(x−`), x ≥ `, (4.38)

with δ = |Re{ν−2 (λ∗)}| > 0, δ′ = |Re{ν−3 (λ∗)}| > 0, and ν−i (λ) defined in (4.6) above.

Proof.

Existence of λ∗ and properties (ii), (iii), and (iv) will all follow from our construction of a solution to

the first order system associated with (4.27).

Property (i) follows using similar methods as in [37, §6] and the fact that λbr(c) is the right-most part

of Σ+
abs for all c near c∗. In particular, for V as in Lemma 4.4, possibly enlarged to contain the positive

real part of the sector which contains the spectrum of L, a construction similar to the following can be

used to obtain that any λ ∈ V not in a sufficiently small neighborhood of Σ+
abs is not an eigenvalue.

Now let us begin our construction of the eigenfunctions on the interval [−`, `]. Since the construction of

the adjoint eigenfunction ψ follows in the same way, we only describe how p is obtained. After an analytic

change of variables, the first order system (4.29) can be split into hyperbolic and center dynamics as

Ẇh =

(
ν̂s 0

0 ν̂u

)
wh, (4.39)

Ẇc =

(
α 1

−β α

)
wc, (4.40)

where W := (Wh,Wc)
T ∈ C2 × C2, and α = α(Λ), β = β(Λ) are parameters, analytic in (λ̂, ĉ), which

unfold the two-dimensional Jordan block at Λ = (0, 0); see [3], for instance. In fact, the leading order

expansion of β is given in (4.18) and α = −b1(Λ)/2. This can be seen by comparing the characteristic

polynomial of the matrix on the right hand side of (4.40) to (4.14).

Next we study how the non-degeneracy conditions given by Lemma 4.5 affect the boundary conditions

in (4.30). Since Ẽ+
cs⊕ Ẽ−cu = C4, there exist linear transformations T± such that, for Wh = (ws, wu)T and

Wc = (wc,0, wc,1)T ,

(
ws(−`)
wc,0(−`)

)
= T−

(
wu(−`)
wc,1(−`)

)
,

(
wu(`)

wc,1(`)

)
= T+

(
ws(`)

wc,0(`)

)
. (4.41)

Then, given the flow Φx,y of the system (4.39) - (4.40), any solution must satisfy the matching condition

Φ`,−`W (−`) = W (`). Using a Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction (i.e. project onto the stable, unstable, and

center subspaces) it can be obtained for some constants c1, c2 ∈ C that

ws(−`) = c1wc,0(−`) +O(e−δ`), wu(`) = c2wc,1(`) +O(e−δ`), (4.42)

from which boundary conditions on wu(−`) and ws(−`) can be determined via (4.41). The solvability of

this reduction follows from Lemma 4.5.

Furthermore, we readily obtain

|Wh(±`)| ≤ C|Wc(±`)|+O(e−δ`), (4.43)

for some δ̃ > 0 dependent on ν̂s and ν̂u. The boundary conditions for Wc(±`) can then be obtained from

this reduction and can be found to be independent of Wh(±`) up to an O(e−δ̃`) correction.
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We now construct solutions to the center system (4.40). We make the scalings x = x̃− `, Wc = eαx̃W̃c,

and define µ2 = −β so that (4.40) becomes

W̃ ′c =

(
0 1

−µ2 0

)
W̃c. (4.44)

In order to ease the derivation, the boundary conditions on the center system may, up to an O(e−δ`)
correction, be written as (

−1

r+

)T
W̃c(2`) = 0,

(
−1

r−

)T
W̃c(0) = 0,

for some r± ∈ C which depend analytically on µ.

Under these conditions, the system (4.44) has the solution, W̃c,∗, with first component w(x̃) = A(sin(µx)+

r−µ cos(µx)), where µ must satisfy the equation

tan(2µ`)

2µ`
=

(r+ − r−)

2`(1 + r− r+µ2)
. (4.45)

For l large, this equation has the solutions µ = πk
2` + O(`−2) for integers k 6= 0. To obtain the first

eigenvalue crossing, we set µ = π
2` so that

W̃c,∗(x̃) = A

(
sin(πx̃2` )
π
2` cos(πx̃2` )

)
+O(`−1),

with error term uniform in x.

Recalling that µ2 = −β, we have

π2

4`2
= −β(Λ) =

1

γlin
(λ̂− νlinĉ) +O(|Λ|2),

which can then be solved for λ̂ ∈ iR and ĉ ∈ R to obtain the expressions in (4.32) as desired. Inserting

these expressions into the conjugating exponent α, we find it has the asymptotics

α(`) = −b1(Λ)

2
= O(`−2).

The eigenfunction p given in the statement of the proposition can then be obtained by unwinding all the

scalings made above.

To obtain the decay conditions in (v), we notice that |W̃c,∗(0)|, |W̃c,∗(2`)| ≤ C ′l−1 and thus, given the

estimates (4.43), for h = ψ, p and some constant C ′ > 0,

|Uh(±l)| ≤ C ′`−1e±µlin`.

The boundary conditions (4.30) then give the estimates (4.37) and (4.38) above.

Remark 4.7 The leading order term in the expansions for the Hopf crossing location λ∗ and speed

c∗ in (4.32) were compared with numerical calculations of the spectrum of L and were found to be in

excellent agreement. In particular, the operator L was discretized using fourth-order accurate centered

finite differences with discretization size ∆x = 0.05 on a domain of length 400. Hopf eigenvalues λ∗,num
and approximate crossing speed c∗,num were found numerically using the built-in eigenvalue solver “ eigs”

in MATLAB. The errors between each of the leading order terms of λ̂(`) and ĉ(`), and those of λ∗,num−λlin
and c∗,num − clin were respectively found to converge with rate O(`−3) as ` was varied between ` = 10

and ` = 150.

Remark 4.8 We note that the above result could also be obtained via a similar, and in some sense

equivalent, geometric singular perturbation method. If λ̂ and ĉ are scaled by ε = `−2, one obtains a slow

equation which is equivalent to a heat equation. Furthermore for ε = 0 the boundary conditions for a
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solution on the slow manifold reduce to Dirichlet conditions. By solving this system, the same leading

order expansions for the eigenfunction, and eigenvalue-front speed pair (λ∗, c∗) may be obtained.

4.6 Nonlinear Hopf bifurcation — direction of branching

We are now able to state our main result of this section which gives the existence of bifurcated solutions

and determines the direction of bifurcation in terms of the the cubic nonlinearity parameter γ.

Theorem 2 For f and u∗ described above and ` > 0 sufficiently large, the results of Theorem 1 hold

and the direction of bifurcation is given by

sign[θ+] = − sign γ. (4.46)

Proof. Using Proposition 4.6, it is readily checked that Hypotheses 1.6, 1.8, and 1.9 are all satisfied.

The existence of a Hopf bifurcation then follows by applying Theorem 1.

All that is left is to determine the sign of θ+. In order to facilitate this determination, let p and ψ be as

given in Proposition 4.6 with normalization constants A,B such that A3B = e2µlin`. Since the first order

system vector Up decays exponentially fast outside the unstable interval, (−`, `), the estimates (4.37),

(4.38) in Proposition 4.6 give

θ+ =

∫ `

−`

(
3∂3uf(x, u∗(x))p(x)2p(x)

)
xx
ψ(x) +O(`−4). (4.47)

The form of the solution W̃c,∗ found in the proof of Proposition 4.6 gives

∫ `

−`

(
3∂3uf(x, u∗(x))p(x)2p(x)

)
xx
ψ(x) dx = 18γA3B

∫ `

−`
e2µlinx

[
(2ν + ν)2 sin4

(
π(x− `)

2`

)
+O(`−l)

]
dx

= −27γ(2νlin + νlin)2

8µlin
+O(`−1). (4.48)

Thus, for ` > 0 sufficiently large,

sign [ Re θ+] = −sign

[
Re

27γ(2νlin + νlin)2

8µlin

]

= sign
[

Re γ (2νlin + νlin)2
]

= sign
[
γ (9µ2

lin − κ2lin)
]

= −sign γ (4.49)

where the expressions given in Lemma 4.2 are used in the last two lines.

Remark 4.9 Since the argument of νlin, and hence the sign of 9µ2
lin − κ2lin, is invariant with respect to

changes in the value of f ′(α) for α near zero, the sign of 9µ2
lin − κ2lin will remain constant when our

equation is linearized about a front u∗ ≡ α.

Remark 4.10 We note that since λlin is an accumulation point of the eigenvalues of L as l → ∞
successive Hopf bifurcations will rapidly occur as c is decreased below clin.

Remark 4.11 The findings of Theorem 2 are in agreement with numerical simulations, where super-

critical behavior was found for γ < 0 and subcritical behavior was found for γ > 0. In the latter case,

for c slightly larger than c∗, we also observed hysteretic behavior between the front u∗ and a bifurcating

periodic pattern. This region of bistable, hysteretic behavior should, in principle, be able to be determined

by finding higher order coefficients in the bifurcation equation. We also note that the wavenumber of the

periodic pattern was different than that predicted by the linearized equation, indicating that such solutions

should be related to pushed fronts.
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5 Discussion

Our methods should be applicable in many different settings. First of all, the existence result for viscous

shocks in [41] can readily be obtained (and shortened significantly) with a nearly direct translation of

our approach; see Appendix B for more detail. Also, problems with more general u-dependent source

terms which are still exponentially localized in space could also be treated using our method. With such

a source, the corresponding nonlinear solution operator F would lose its conservation form. Since the

codomain cannot be restricted as above, the method described in Remark 3.2 must be employed to

obtain a Fredholm index 0 operator. One such area where these source terms appear is in the equations

governing the propagation of oscillatory detonation waves. Here an ignition function, dependent on the

characteristics of the gas, controls the reaction terms in the equation which feed the combustion; see [51].

These sources also arise in certain forms of the chemotaxis equation where the aggregation of bacteria

depends nonlinearly on the density of bacteria (in addition to the gradient of the chemoattractant); see

[29].

Furthermore, our method could possibly be used to study problems with spatial dimension larger than

one. In particular, for systems whose spatial domain is an infinite cylinder, one could imagine that

Fredholm properties could be established using exponentially weighted spaces and a closed range lemma,

while the index could be determined via a spectral flow. This would then allow one to perform a Lyapunov-

Schmidt reduction to obtain a bifurcation equation for transverse modes. Such an abstract functional

analytic method would hopefully be simpler than the spatial dynamics formulations developed in [30]

and subsequent works, and the diffusive stability approach used by [32].
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A Existence of trigger fronts

In this appendix we give the outline of a proof for the existence of trigger fronts in the case where the nonlinearity
satisfies certain coercivity conditions. Such conditions are satisfied by many typical nonlinearities, including the
polynomial cases such as f(u) = u− u3 and f(u) = u+ u3 − u5.

Theorem 3 Let Hypotheses 1.1 and 1.2 from above hold, and assume the following coercivity conditions on the
nonlinearity f and p ≥ 3, odd,

(i) For some C > 0, −uf(x, u) ≥ C(up+1 − 1) uniformly in x.
(ii) For each δ > 0, there exists a constant C′(δ) > 0 such that |f(x, u)| ≤ Cδ|u|p+1 + C′(δ) uniformly in x.

Then there exists a front solution u∗ of the traveling-wave equation (1.1), satisfying Hypothesis 1.5.

Proof. The construction is based on ideas from [45]. We integrate the traveling-wave equation

−(uxx + f(x, u))xx + cux + cχ(x) = 0,

and find
−(uxx + f(x, u))x + c(u+H(ξ)− u+) = 0,

where H(x) =
∫ x
∞ χ(ζ)dζ, so that H(+∞) = 0 and H(−∞) = u− − u+.

We then write the equation as a first-order system,

ux = v

vx = −f(x, u) + θ

θx = c(u+H − u+). (A.1)

We consider the set of bounded solutions A to this equation, and claim that A is bounded, uniformly with respect
to |H|∞ and u+, for fixed c > 0. Consider the functions

E±(u, v, θ) =
1

2
v2 − F± − θ(u+H(±∞)− u+), F ′±(u) = f±(u).
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A direct calculation shows that
dE±
dx

= −c(u+H(±∞)− u+)2,

so that E± is a strict Lyapunov function for the systems where H ≡ H(±∞) respectively. We compactify time
in (A.1), using for instance yx = γ(1− y2) with solution y(x) = tanh(γx) and 0 < γ � 1. For γ sufficiently small
we can extend

H̃(y) := H(δ−1 arctanh(y)), f̃(y, u) := f(δ−1 arctanh(y), u)

smoothly to |y| ≥ 1, obtaining an extended, autonomous equation which possesses an isolated invariant set
consisting of all bounded solutions.

Since E± is a Lyapunov function on the flow restricted to the subspaces {y = ±1}, the set of accumulation points
of these restricted flows consists only of the equilibria U± = (u±, 0, f±(u±),±1)T respectively. Then because
the y-flow is monotone from y = −1 to y = 1, the chain-recurrent set of the extended flow is contained in the
subspaces {y = ±1}. Using the fact that omega limit sets are contained in the chain-recurrent set, we obtain
that all bounded solutions are heteroclinic orbits connecting U±. A direct calculation then shows that both of
these equilibria are saddles, with one-dimensional unstable and two-dimensional stable manifolds in the subspaces
{y = ±1}, respectively. We will show below that the set of such heteroclinic orbits is a priori bounded in terms
of |H|∞ and u+, for fixed c > 0.

Given those a priori bounds, one can then readily conclude the existence of heteroclinics by studying the Conley
index of A. By employing a homotopy to a spatially independent nonlinearity f̃(u) = −u − up and then to a
monotone flow yx = −δ(1 + y2), it can readily be seen that the Conley index of A is trivial. Finally, if the set
of heteroclinics were empty, the Conley index of A would be the direct sum of the Conley indices of the two
hyperbolic equilibria at y = ±1, thus giving a contradiction.

To establish a priori estimates, we rewrite the first-order system (A.1) as an equation in θ,

θx = w

wx = ρ

ρx = c
(
−f(

w

c
−H + u+) + θ

)
+ cH ′′. (A.2)

Here, w = c(u+H − u+), and ρ = c(v +H ′). The equivalent higher-order system is

θxxx = c

(
−f(

θx
c
−H + u+) + θ +H ′′

)
.

Multiplying by θx and integrating in x now gives

−
∫
θ2xxdx = −c

∫
θx

(
f(
θx
c
−H + u+) +H ′′

)
dx− c

2
θ2
∣∣∣
±∞

.

Using the boundedness of the solutions and the assumptions on f with δ > 0 sufficiently small, one readily
concludes, ∫

(θ2xx + θp+1
x )dx ≤ C′(1 + θ2

∣∣∣
±∞

),

where C′ possibly depends on |H|∞, c, and u±. This gives bounds on u in L∞, which one can easily use in the
third-order equation for u to bootstrap to BCk-uniform bounds for any finite k.

B Hopf bifurcation in viscous shocks

In this section we show how our functional analytic method can significantly shorten the existence of bifurcation
proof in [41]. We briefly recount the setup and hypotheses given there.

For smooth f : Rn → Rn and n ∈ N, consider the viscous conservation law in a co-moving frame of speed of c,

ut = [ux + cu− f(u)]x , x ∈ R, u ∈ Rn. (B.1)

and viscous-shock solutions qε(x) which satisfy

lim
x→±∞

qε(x) = uε±,

for smooth curves uε± in Rn which are defined for ε ∈ R near zero. Such solutions must satisfy the integrated
steady-state equation

ux = [f(u)− f(uε−)]− cε[u− uε−], (B.2)
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where cε is a family of speeds satisfying the Rankine-Hugoniot condition,

cε =
fj(u

ε
+)− fj(uε−)

uε+,j − uε−,j
, j = 1, ..., n.

In other words, qε(x) lies in the intersection of the unstable manifold W u
−(ε) of uε− and the stable manifold W s

+(ε)
of uε+.

Next, we assume that these solutions are Lax shocks:

Hypothesis B.1 For some p = 0, ..., n− 1, let uε± and qε satisfy the following,

(i) dimW u
−(0) = p+ 1, dimW s

+(0) = n− p.
(ii) (transversality) The intersection W u

−(0) ∩W s
+(0) is transverse along q0.

(iii) (strict hyperbolicity) The Jacobian fu(u0
±) has real and distinct eigenvalues.

From this it readily follows that qε and cε are smooth in ε. This remark and the above hypothesis also give
exponential decay estimates analogous to those in Hypothesis 1.5 with decay rate 0 < γ < min |ν±j | where the

ν±j correspond to the ingoing characteristics. In other words, ν−j ranges over the p + 1 eigenvalues of (B.2)

corresponding to W u
−(0) and ν+j ranges over the n − p eigenvalues corresponding to W s

+(0). Next, the operator

Lε := ∂x [∂x + cε − fu(qε(x))] is a closed, densely defined operator on L2(R,Rn). It is readily seen that the
essential spectrum lies in the closed left-half plane only touching the imaginary axis at 0 ∈ C. Furthermore, since
there is a spatial translation symmetry, an embedded eigenvalue lies at 0 which is simple due to the transversality
assumption.

We also assume a simple Hopf-crossing in the same way as in Hypothesis 1.8 and 1.9 above:

Hypothesis B.2 The point spectrum of Lε lies in the open left half-plane, bounded away from the imaginary
axis, except for an isolated pair of algebraically simple eigenvalues λ(ε) = µ(ε)± iκ(ε) which satisfy

µ(0) = 0, κ(0) = iω∗, µ′(0) > 0,

and have L2(R,Rn)-eigenfunctions p(x), p(x) for ε = 0.

This hypothesis, along with the statement about the essential spectrum above gives the absence of resonances as
in Hypothesis 1.9 above. Once again denote the corresponding adjoint eigenfunctions as ψ(x), ψ(x) normalized
as before. We define our function spaces as

X = L2(T,Rn), Y = H1(T,Rn), X = L2
η(R, X), Y = L2

η(R, Y ) ∩H2
η(R, X),

with η > 0 sufficiently small.

We can then define the nonlinear operator F : Y × R2 → X and its linearization L : Y ⊂ X → X about
(v;ω, ε) = (0;ω∗, 0) as

F : (v;ω, ε) 7−→ ωvτ − (vx + cεv + g(x, v; c))x , g(x, v; ε) := f(qε(x) + v)− f(qε(x)), τ = ωt, (B.3)

L : v 7→ ω∗∂τv − L0v = ω∗∂τv − ∂x
[
∂xv + c0v − fu(q0(x))v

]
. (B.4)

We may then obtain the following proposition

Proposition B.3 Assuming Hypotheses B.1 and B.2, the operator L : Y ⊂ X → X is Fredholm.

Proof. Given the exponential decay of q0 and its derivatives as x→ ±∞, this follows by similar estimates as in
Section 2.1 above.

Lemma B.4 The operator L has Fredholm index 1− n.

Proof. We once again decompose the space X = X 0 ⊕Xh as in the discussion above Lemma 2.4 and 2.5.

On X 0we have L = −L0 = ∂x ◦ L̃ with L̃v := ∂xv + c0v + fu(q0)v. It then follows from Hypothesis B.1 that L̃
restricted to X 0 has Fredholm index 1. Furthermore, since we are working in exponentially weighted spaces, ∂x
has Fredholm index −n. Combining these two facts, we have that L has index 1− n on X 0.

Then, by a similar argument as in the proof of Lemma 2.5, we find that Lk := L : Yk ⊂ X k → X k satisfies
dim kerLk = dim kerL∗k = 0 for k 6= ±0, 1 and dim kerLk = dim kerL∗k = 1 for k = ±1. This once again implies
that Lh has index 0 and thus gives the result.

Next we define X̊ = {u ∈ X : 〈u, e−2η〈x〉r〉, ∀r ∈ Rn}. Then, since e−2η〈x〉r lies in the cokernel of L for all

r ∈ Rn, we find that L maps Y into X̊ and obtain the following corollary to Lemma B.4

Corollary B.5 The operator L : Y → X̊ has Fredholm index 1.
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Proof. This follows from the fact that the orthogonal projection S : X → X̊ has Fredholm index n.

Combining this all together, we obtain the following result which is equivalent to Theorem 1 of [41].

Theorem 4 Given Hypotheses B.1 and B.2, there exists a 1-parameter family of time-periodic solutions of (B.1),
unique up to spatial translates, which bifurcate from the shock solutions qε(x) as ε is varied through 0. The solution
branch (u, ω, ε) ∈

(
qε +H2(R, L2(T))

)
× R2 can be parameterized by r ≥ 0, the amplitude of oscillations. More

precisely, there exists r∗ > 0 and smooth functions Υj, j ∈ {ω, ε, u}, defined for |r| < r∗, Υj(0) = 0, so that

ε = Υε(r
2), ω = ω∗ + Υω(r2), u = qε + Υu(r),

with expansions

Υε(r
2) =

Re {θ+}
µ′(0)

r2 +O(r4), Υω(r2) = Im {θ+}|r|2 +O(|r|4), Υu(r) = rp cos(ωt) +O(r2),

where θ+ satisfies (B.9) below.

Proof. First we see that the restricted operator L : Y → X̊ has 3-dimensional kernel spanned by

P+ = eiτp(x), P− = P+, P0 = ∂xq
0(x),

where ∂xq
0 is the exponentially localized translational mode and spans the eigenspace corresponding to the

embedded eigenvalue 0 of L.

This implies that L has 2-dimensional cokernel and is thus spanned by

Ψ+ = eiτψ, Ψ− = Ψ+.

We coordinatize elements u0 ∈ kerL using

u0 = aP+ + aP− + bP0, (a, b) ∈ C× R.

The rest of the proof follows in a similar manner as in Section 3 where the only alteration is that the coordinate
b ∈ R corresponding to the extra dimension in the kernel must be treated as a parameter which, as we shall see
below, parameterizes the translational shifts of solutions.

Defining Ω := (ω − ω∗, ε) and the projections Q : X̊ → kerL∗, P := I −Q : X̊ → (span{Ψi})⊥ as before, we can
then solve the “auxiliary” equation analogous to (3.3). We obtain a smooth solution ϕ : kerL × R2 → (kerL)⊥

which is a function of (a, b,Ω) and satisfies ϕ(0;Ω) = Du0ϕ|(0,Ω) = 0 for Ω sufficiently small. Fixing b = 0, we
then obtain

ϕ(a, a, 0;Ω) = a2e2itϕ+(x;Ω) + aaϕ0(x;Ω) + a2e−2itϕ−(x;Ω) +O(|a|3),

where ϕi satisfy

L(e2itϕ+) = e2it(fuu(qε(x))[p, p])x,

L(ϕ0) = (fuu(qε(x))[p, p])x,

L(e−2itϕ−) = e−2it(fuu(qε(x))[p, p])x. (B.5)

Next, we obtain the same expansion for ϕ and the expanded bifurcation equations

Φ+(a, a;Ω) = (λε(0)ε+ i ω̃) a+ θ+(0, 0) a|a|2 +O
(

(|Ω|+ |a|2)|a‖Ω|+ |a|4
)
, (B.6)

Φ−(a, a;Ω) =
(
λε(0) ε− iω̃

)
a+ θ−(0, 0) a|a|2 +O

(
(|Ω|+ |a|2)|a‖Ω|+ |a|4

)
, (B.7)

where

θ+(ω̃, ε) =

〈(
3fuuu(qε(x))[p, p, p] + fuu(qε(x)) ([p, ϕ0] + [p, ϕ+])

)
x
, ψ

〉
L2
η(R)

, (B.8)

θ−(ω̃, ε) =

〈(
3fuuu(qε(x))[p, p, p] + fuu(qε(x)) ([p, ϕ−] + [p, ϕ0])

)
x
, ψ

〉
L2
η(R)

. (B.9)

After once again factoring out the dependence on a using the time-shift symmetry, we use the assumption that
Reλε(0) = µ′(0) 6= 0 to obtain a unique 1-parameter family of solutions (ω̃, ε)(|a|2).

Then since F is equivariant with respect to the spatial translation symmetry, the uniqueness of the implicit
solution ϕ gives that the family of solution branches obtained when b varies near 0 are in fact the spatial
translates.
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Remark B.6 We note that one could also deal with the translational mode and the extra dimension it adds to
kerL by imposing a phase condition such as 〈u, q0x〉 = 0 on the domain of L. This would in effect pin fronts down,
getting rid of spatial translates.

Remark B.7 Along the lines of Remark 3.2, we could alternatively study the original linearization L : Y → X
with index 1− n and obtain an index-0 operator by inserting into F the ansatz

u(x) =
∑

b±j e
±
j χ±(x) + w(x),

where χ±(x) = (1 ± tanh(x))/2, w ∈ X , b±j are real parameters, and e±j are the eigenvectors of fu(u±) corre-

sponding to the n−1 outgoing characteristics ν±j ≷ 0 (this requires the e±j to be linearly independent). This allows
the outgoing characteristics to vary in the modulated front. We also remark that this technique should allow for
the study of under- and overcompressive shocks. Denoting i as the number of incoming characteristics, L would
then have Fredholm index i− 2n. By fixing ingoing characteristics and allowing outgoing characteristics to vary,
one obtains a linearization about the shock with index 0. In a slightly different direction, one can also consider
systems with reactive variables, in which case it may be more appropriate to include the wave speed c as a free
parameter in order to compensate for a cokernel associated with translational invariance. Such scenarios are very
intriguing and would provide an interesting avenue of research in the future.
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